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.ABSTRACT

Several addition theorems involving the generalized

Legendre functions 'of the first and second kind

are (1) stated with convergence conditions;

( 2) interpreted in terms of the UrR f s of SUe 1,1) 'V sa( 2,1) in .

the discrete, continuous, and mixed bases; ( 3) proved both

directly and indirectly by continuation from the SU(2) addition

theorem. The relevant group theory is supplied in a set of appen-

dices, along with detailed properties of the generalized Legendre

filllctions. The problem of diagonalizing SU(l,l) convolution

equati,GIlSin. tile discrete and continuous bases is briefly considered;

it is shown how the diagonalization of Abarbanel and Saunders arises

as a special case of a more general result. Pertinent SU(l,l)

expansion theorems are derived.
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I. Introduction

It is the aim of this paper to state, interpret, derive, and

briefly apply the addition theorems associated with the "generalized

Legendre functions'~ introduced by Azimov~.1

These functions have appeared in the physics literature of

partial wave analysis over the past 15 years in many guises, and

their role as "harmonics" of SUe 1, 1) rv' SO( 2 tJ1) is well understood,

though not much has been said about the group theoretic status of

the 'second-kind functions. The reason seems to be that, although

the discrete-basis treatment. of SU(l,l) was rather thoroughlyharldled

by Bargmann? in 1947, the continuous-basis analysis was not effective

lybegill1 until 1967,.,3 and it is with this continuous basis that the

second-kind functions are associated.

In a non-group-theoretic context, the generalized Legendre

functions of the first and second kind were defined and character-

ized by Azimov in 1966, two years after the work of Andrews and

Gunson4 of which Azimov was apparently unaware. Azimov's equations,

allowing for arbitrary complex values of the he1icity labels ~

and v, are more general than those of AG. Since it is through

analytic continuation in these labels that the discrete and con-

tinuous bases of SU(l,l) are related, and since Azimov has provided
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such a complete set of formulas, we-have adopted Azimov's notation

for most of this paper:
., 5

and QJ- (z) e

llV

Most physicists are familiar with the first-kind addition

theorem as it relates to the rotation group,e.g., spherical har-

monies in electrostatics. The other addition theorems involving

both first-and second-kind functions, or only second-kind: functions,

are much less well-known. What we have called the hybrid addition

theorem was derived by Gunson16 and later lectured upon by Hermarm;-5

but the second-kind addition theorem seems to make an exclusive

appearance in Azimov's paper. This formula reads [see (2.7)]

I
= .........

17f

(1.1 )

Closely related to the notion of an addition theorem is a

technique for simplifying an integral equation, known as diagonali-

zation, in which some or all of the integrations are replaced with

the sum appearing in an addition theorem. Often, the projected

functions which appear -in the diagonalizedequatiQll have some special

significance which causes the diagonalized equation to be simpler

and more comprehensible than_ the original equation. We can marvel

at the simplicity of the elastic unitarity relation for spinless-

particle scattering amplitudes expressed in partial waves,

(1.2 )
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the standard example of a useful SU(2) diagonalization in parti-

cle physics. In Section VI of this paper we show, as an applica-

tion of the addition theorems, how one ~ght diagonalize certain

8U(1,1) convolution equations in a similar manner.

The desire to clarify these diagonalizations has been our

primary source of motivation for investigating the addition theorems

in the first place. We have been interested in diagonalizing the

various integral equations which arise in connection with the multi-

peripheral model for elementary-particle scattering amplitudes.

The multiperiphe~al "bootstrap" idea is not new,6 but has been

recently infused with new life in the framework of the topological

expansion of the S-matrix. 7 In particular, we hope that the second-

kin4 diagonalization discussed in SectionVI.2 can shed some light

on the meaning of such topological entities as the twistced and

untwisted reggeon propagators, or loops, which appear as kernels in

the cylinder and planar bootstrap equations. 8

Much of the material in this paper is standard SU(l,l) lore;

we suggest that the value of the paper, if any, lies more in the

d;J~

interconnection of known facts t~ in the facts themselves. Never-

theless, to be reasonably self-contained, we have reproduced much

of this SU(l,l) lore in the Appendices, where several topics

are treated in somewhat non-standard fashion. Much use is made,

for example, of the SU(l,l) Lie generators realized as regular-

representation shift operators, and of the resultant Casimiric

differential equations (Appendices C, D, F).

In Appendix D we give a quasi-derivation of the SU(l,l) ma~

trix elements based'on the' Casimiric differential equations, but
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ultimately we, rely on calculations in the literature. We suspect

that the' fact, that the continuous..;.basis matrix .-._

elements are simply second-kind Legendre functions Qj r~ e j
r has

llll llll

not been widely appreciated. In this vein we have slightly general-

15 -ized the comments of Hermann concerning the interpretation of the

int,egra1 representations of the Legendre functions (Section V. 5).

In Appendix G we derive from scratch the Peter-Weyl expan-

sion theorem for SU(l,l), since this result is often quoted without

proof in the literature. Our method of derivation, we feel, makes

particularly clear the disposition of the'modifie~fexpansiontheorem

for non-square-integrable functions, which is actually much simpler

than the unmod~fied expansion theorem.

The complication inherent in the Peter-Weyl theorem in the

discrete basis is exacerbated in the continuous basis by the ap-

pearance of the principal-series multiplicity index. Rather than

interpret this extra index, we think we have made it go away in

our S +
o semigroup expansion theorem (G'.17), designed for use in

conjunction with the second-kind addition theorem (Section VI.2).

The projection part of this~pecialized expansion theorem, (G.l7b),

is reminiscent of the Froissart-Gribov projection of Regge theory,

a fact we think will have a bearing on the definition of planar

reggeon loops, as noted earlier.

Finally we comment on the derivations of the addition theo~

rems. In Section III these theorems are in a sense derived, for

special j values, because it is shown how the addition theorems

reflect the Hilbert spaceeompleteness relations for the SU(l,l)

UIRt s in various bases. Somehow, we feel that this type of proof
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lacks the" punch of a direct non-group-theoretic derivation, a

situation we have tried'to remedY in Section IV, where we show

how all the' addition theorems follow from contortions of the

SUe 2 ) addition theorem which everybody believes • Unfortunately,

these contortions may be found so discanforting that the reader is

still not sure whether the addition theorems have in fact been

proved. For this fastidious reader we provide Section V which

contains our "best" and most interesting proof of the addition

theorems. A byproduct 'of this proof is an understanding of the

integration domain in the Legendre-function integral representa-

tions (Eqs. (5.16) and (5.17)).

The contents of this paper have been mostly described

already. In Section II we, state the addition theorems and related

formulas with a "minimum of comment. This section is independent

of the rest of the paper, except that the Legendre functions ap~

pearing in the formulas are defined in Appendix H. This lengthy

appendix contains the properties of the Legendre functions to which

we constantly refer.

Throughout the paper we use the following terminology:

(1) representation: an explicit form of a Lie group.

(2) UIR: unitary irreducible representation.

( 3 ) realization:an explicit form of a Lie algebra.

(4) differential generator: a realization of a Lie

generator as a differential operator. We distinguish differential

generators G. from the generator matrices or abstract generators
1

Gi by an over~arrow. (For 3-vectors we use the undertwiddle, ~'~; )
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( 5 ) half-integer: m = "half-integer tr if 2m ;;: odd integer.

(6) integrality: that which distinguishes integers from

half-integers ( £ = 0 or ~).

(7) Legendre function, Legendre equation: what Azimov calls

a generalized Legendre function, and the generalized Legendre equation

(see App. H).
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11. Summary of the Addition 'and Multiplication Formulas

In this section we simply state the various addition theorems,

their corresponding multiplication formulas, and certain special cases

of both. The formulas are derived and interpreted in later sections

of this paper. Nevertheless, in Section 7 we have tried to give at

least one reference for each of the major formulas. Often, the con-

ditions of validity stated in the literature are less general than

those given here.

The variables Z l' z2' z which appear in the following equa

tions are always taken to lie on the principal sheet of the Legendre

functions in which they appear. The cuts of the Legendre functions

are shown in Figure 6. These cuts and the definition of the square

roots ~2 _ l' =~ • vTz-=-i' are discussed in Appendix H.5.

More general versions of formulas (2.1), (2.5), and (2.14),

with complex helicity labels, are given by Azimov. l

1. First-Kind Addition Theorem:

-im<p p"je ,
mm

, f

(z) e-imcj> =

00

n=-oo

(2.1 )

In this formula, zl,z2' ware independent complex variables in

terms of which
,

z, <1>, <p are given by

z = 1 • 1 cos w (2.2 )
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-irke 'Y =

h~ - 1

(2.3 )
.'" f-1'1"

w;lth e,. given by (2.3) with zl~ z2. The label j is an

arbitrary complex number, but the labels rn, m' are either both

integers (in which case the summation index n runs over the integers)

or both half-integers (n runs over the half integers). In other

words, rn, rn', n must have the same integrality.

The sum in (2.1) converges if zl' z2' w respect the follow

ing condition:

z - 11

• > exp ( 21 Im( w) I) Aa

If w is real, (2.4) is satisfied by Re(zl) > 0, Re(z2) > 0 (but

see Section IV.l below). If w is real and z. = cos 6. with
1 1

2 . Hybrid. Addition Theorem:

=

n=-oo

n=-oo

e-
inw P~ (zl) ~,

All the conunents of Section 1 apply to (2.5) except those regarding

convergence.

The convergence condition for (2.5) is

(2.6 )
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where 02 = ± as Re(Z2) ~ O. If zl' z2' ware real, (2.6)

is satisfied by z2 > zl > I.'

3. Second-Kind Addition Theorem:

'd' e-ACl ~j (z) n<j , (z2) .
A ~~~ 1 ~A~

(2.7)'

In this formula (also valid with uns1ashed Q functions) zl' z2' a
,

are independent complex variables in terms of which z,~, ~ are

given by

z = 1 ch(a) (2.8 )

I' Sh_{l) / ~2 - 1,

(2.9)

given by (2.9) with zl~ z2.
,

The labels j, 11, 11

are arbitrary complex numbers and the contour C is any contour

running from -ioo to +ioo which separates the pole chains of the

function r(j + 1 + A)r (j + 1 - A), see Fig. 3. If Re(j) > -1, C

may be taken along the imaginary axis with no deformations.

The integration in (2.7) converges if zl' z2' a satisfy

the condition

21 larg (Zl + 1) 1+ 12 larg (_~2+1)
zl - 1 \z2 1+ IIm(a)1

'-<'IT.

For zl' z2 > 1, (2.10) requires only that IIm( a)/ < 'IT. For a
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real, (2.10) is satisfied for all complex zl' z2' unless both these

variables lie in the range (-1,1).

4. Alternative Second-Kind Addition Theorem:

~L (-1 )m- j e-!]la

m=j+1

x ~~(Zl)~~'(Z2)
r(m-j )r( j+1~m)

(2.11)

,
The variables z,~, ~ are given in terms of zl,z2'a, exactly

,
as in (2.8) and (2.9) above, and j,]1, 11 are c;,ag&~ arbitrary

c,amp1ex nlUIlbers.

The convergence condition for (2.11) is

crI
zl - 1

zl + 1
> exp( -2 Re( Cl) ) , (2.12 )

where 01 = ± . as Re(zl) ~ .• 0 and 02 = ± as Re(z2) ~ O.

If zl and z2 are imaginary, condition (2.12) is simply

Re(a,) > O.

The alternative second-kind addition theorem is the anal-

ytic continuation of (2.7) obtained by closing the contour to the

right, picking up, the residues of r(j+l-A), and dropping the

great circle.

5'. Multiplication Formulas

The addition theorems (2.1), (2.5), and (2.7) are the

fourier transforms of the following multiplication formulas:



pj (Z ) pj I (z2) - 1
mn 1 run - 21T

-16-

+n . r ,Jdw e+inw{e-imq, P~I (z) e-mm <fi },

-1T (2.13 )

P~ (zl) Q~ I (z2) = 2~ J1rdw e+inw £e-i'mq, Qin I (z )e,.;im I q, I }

-'1£

(2.14 )

00

~A (zl) ~~ll' (z2)- ~ f
-00

( 2.15 )

These formulas are correct as stated provided that zl' z2 satisfy

(2.4), (2.6), and (2.10), respectively, with w and a real. For

Zl' z2 in violation of one of these conditions, the corresponding

multiplication formula is still correct provided the integration

contour is deformed around the branch point and attached cut

which penetrates the nominal integration region. This branch

point.is the reflection via (2.2) or (2.8) of the z = 1 singularity

of the Legendre functions into the plane of the integration variable

w or a.

6. Special Cases

When one of the helicity labels of pj (z) or ojv (z)
. llV 1.1

vanishes, the resulting function is a regular associated Legendre

function,

pj (z) = p~ (z) pj (z) -11
(~)= P.

110 J 011 J

~o (z) ~ Q~ (z) j (z) -11 (z)Q
Oll

= Q.
J J
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We therefore obtain the fo1lowi~g special cases of the addition

theorems, with conditions as stated earlier:

P.( z) r -inw -n ) n= e Pj (zl Pj (z2)
J

n=- co

00

Q.( z) L -inw -n ( ) n ( )= e . Pj zl ~ z2·J
n=- 00

ioo

Q.( z) 1 J -~A -A ( ) 1/ ( z2)= dA e ~. zl .
J i7T J J

-ioo
00

(-1) m-j
iQ.j (zl) ~j (z2)

Q.( z) -2 r -mO',
= e

J r(m-j) r( j+l+m)m=j+1

( 2.16 )

(2.17)

( 2.18)

(2.19)

As spe"cial cases of the multiplication formulas we have

+inwdw e P.( z)
J

(2.20)

1f

1 J inw. (.)= 2~ dw e Qj z

-1T

(2.21 )

00

= 1 J dO',
2

_00

eA~ Q.( z)
J

(2.22 )

and specializing further,

1(

P. (zl) P. (z2 )
1 J dWP.(z)= -J J 7T J

0

1T

P. (zl ) Q. ( z2) = 1 Jdw Q. (z)-J J 7T J
0

(2.24 )
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( 2.25 )

with z still given by (2.2) or (2.8).

Using the following Jacobians (valid for zl' z2' z all

real)

1f

dW
~ Jaz

0

I 2 ,I 2' S( -k )
dw o( z - z z - ·/z - 1 Iz - 1 cos w) = -------

12 1 2 I=F

00

where

s( z - z+)
=

!+k'"

and

2 22,
- zl +z2 +~ - az1z2z - 1

= ( z-z+) (z-z--.)

equations (2.23) through (2.25) may be re-express'ed as

00

= ~ J. dz P.(z) 8(-k)/I-k'
'IT J

-00

00

(2.26)

dz Q.(z) s(-k)/I-k~
J

(2.27 )

_00
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(2.28 )
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Ill. Group-Theoretic Interpretation of the Addition TheoreIIB;

In general, an addition theorem is a consequence of the com-

pleteness of the set of vectors which spans the Hilbert space of a

unitary irreducible group representation.

For example, the Hilbert space Hj of the UrR Dj ( g ) of .SUe 2 )

is spanned by the complete set' {fj,m>}, where 2j = 0,1,2 ... and

m = j,j-1 ... -j. The completeness relation is therefore

=
j

L
m=-j

f jm><jmf , (3.1 )

where lj is the identity operator in H
j

• Since the operators Dj(g)

which represent. the elements of SUe 2 ) in Hj have, by definition,

the group property

(3.2)

where g = glg2 ' it follows from (3.1) that

j

L <jmID
j
( gl )I jn><jnl D

j
( g2) Ijm r>. C3. 3)

n=-j

In our parametr~at'ion of

so that (3.3) becomes

I

SU(2) we have g = (~, 8, ~ ) and

t ,

= e-im
</> d j

r (cos e) e-im
</> ,

mm

=

j

2:
n=-j

-inw j j )
e d (z) d ,( z2 'nm 1 run

(3.4 )
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,
where zi = cos Si' and expressions for ~, ~, ~ , ware given in

Appendix E.l. When (3.4) is converted to P functions via (H.l]),

we get a special case of the first-kind addition theorem (2.1).

In this section, we shall "interpret" the various addition

theorems in terms of the UIR's of SU(l,l). We refer the reader at

this point to Appendices A through E, whose contents are listed in

the general Table of Contents at the beginning of this paper.

1. Unitarity of Matrix Elements

Unlike the d-functions, the are not actually unitary
,

when thought of as matrix elements with indices m and m. This fact,

however, is not significant fqr the addition theorems (and their

subsequent use in diagonalizing con'volution equations) because the

addition formulas are invariant under changes of the normalizing

factor. By this we mean that if the unitary matrix elements Djmm 1 (g)

satisfy the addition theorem

Dj 1 (g)
mm

n

then so do

Dj (g) Dj 1 (g2)'
mn 1 nm

'bj
1 (g)

rmn Dj , (g)
mm' ,

where N
j

is an arbitrary function of m and j. According to
m

(H.12) and (H.l]), the functions P and d differ by just such a

factor,

where =

p~1 (z) = [N~/N~ I] d~1 (z) ,

hf. (±i)m , Im( z) ~ 0 .
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2. First-Kind Addition Theorem

We have already shown how the first-kind addition theorem (2.1)

may be understood in terms of the SUe 2 ) UIR' s when 2j = 0,1,2... and

Iml, fm' I ~ j. Alternatively, (2.1) may be construed as the group

property of the SU(ll,l) UIR matrix elements, taken in the discrete

basis discussed in Appendix B. As j takes the special sets of

values shown in Table Bel, the summation in the completeness relation

(B.6) runs over the values shown in the right column of the Table.

For each class of UIR we thereby obtain a special case of the general

first-kind addition theorem. The fact that the summation is semi-

infinite for the D
k

± (and finite for SUe 2 ) ) is a consequence of

the zeros of the P functions (see Appendix H.15 and Fig.8.(g)).

The first-kind addition theorem for arbitrary complex j may

be regarded as the analytic continuation of the C 0 and C i groupq q

properties away from Re(j) = -i. In Section IV we will show that

(2.1) is in fact the unique analytic continuation of the SU(2) ad-

dition theorem •

.3. Second--Kind Addition Theorem

,
perty in j away from the integers, and in ~,~ away from the

imaginary axes.
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4.• ' AIternative Second-Kind Addition Theorem

Equation (2 .11) has -- when 2j = integer and zl' z2 are

purely imaginary -- an interpretation similar to that discussed above.

Using .the discrete-basis completeness relation (B.6), but the mixed-

basis matrix elements described in Appendix B.4 and given

explicitly in (D.9), it is easy to show that t:n.econtinuous-basis

matrix elements of U(g) = U(gl) U(g2) are

=

00

m=j+l

imn -imw ~,.-m( ishnl )~1l'( iShn2)
e e

r(m-j) f(m+j+l)

(3.5)

Equation (3.5) is a special case of (2.11) with zl = -ishnl , z2

= ish n2, and z = ch v. Alternatively, (2.11) is the analytic

continuation of the mixed-basis addition theorem (3.5).

5. Hybrid Addition Theorem

For this theorem we give a different kind of group-theoretic

interpretation taken from Hermann15 .. To conform with the notation

16of Hermann, and Gunson , we write (2.'5) as

00

E
j I(g) = I D~(gl) Ekn I( g2 ) (3.6 )mm

n=-oo

where , ,
Dj t(g) e-im </> dj t( z) -im <P

- emm mm

Ej I(g) -imep e
j

t(z)
• I J

-lID <p- e emm mm
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Hermarm's point of view is that, once one knows that (3.6)

is true, one can write the E functions as matrix elements of an oper

ator Ej(g ) which is related to the operator Dj(g) of SU(2) by
c

a certain Cauchy kernel transform. If we let G = SUe 2,).. and

and G = SL( 2, C) , then E
j

(g.) is defined byc c

= J
G

(3.7)

Here, g £ G - G, which includes SU(l,l),c c 2j =. 0, 1, 2 ••• , and

Dj, E
j

are operators in the Hilbert space H
j

associated with the

SU(2) UIR labelled by j. These operators.possess the group multi-

plication property,

Ej(g g ) = Jdg C( g-l[gogc]) D
j
( g)o c

G

= JdgC( (g~lg] -1 gc> Dj(g.)

·G

Jdg C(g-1g ) Dj ( g g)= c 0

G

= f dg C(g-1g ) Dj(g ) Dj(g)
c 0

G

= Dj(g ) Ej(g ), (3.8 )
o c

where we have used the invariance of dg and the group property of

the Dj. Taking matrix elements of ( 3 .8 ) in H
j

, we generate the

hybrid addition theorem.(3.6), which may then be continued to complex j.
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From the completeness property of the· SUe 2 ) UIR rs given in

(G.19),
00

; L (2j+l) trace [Dj(g;:l) D
j
(g2») = o(gl - g2)'

j=O.

we can solve (].7) for the Cauchy kernel

where trace means trace in Hj • An explicit expression for the

Cauchy kernel is quoted in Gunson16 .

In passing, we point out that (].9) and the matrix elements

of (3.7),

E
j

I(g )
mm c J 1 ·dg C(g- g ) DJ ,(g) ,

c mm
G

are the natural generalizations of the Heine and Neumann formulas,

00

1 = I (2j+l) P.( z) Q.( z )
z - z J J cc j=O

Q.( z ) = ;/ dz • 1 • P.(z)
J c z - z J

-1
c
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IV. Derivation of the Addition 'Theorems from SU(2)

In this section -- without using any group theory -- we

systematically derive from the' SUe 2) addition theorem.~ all the

addition theorems stated in Section II. The domains of convergence

are emphasized. In Section V we shall present a direct and simul~

taneous proof of all the addition theorems using elementary group

theoretic techniques.

In what follows, the variables zl' z2' and w or a are
,

treated as independent variables, while (~, z, ~ ) or (~, z, ~,)

are dependent and given by the set of equations g~ glg2 in SL(2,C).

We have relegated these details to Appendix E.

1. First-Kind Addition Theorem

.As our 'startingpoint we take the SU(2) addition formula

(3.4), which we assume is correct:

r· r
-i~ Je ( ) -im ~e ~ d f Z e ~ =

mm

j

~ e-
inw d~(Zl) d~,(z2)· (4.1)

n=-j

In (4.1), z. = cos 8.,
1 1

,
j = O,~,l •.• , and (m,m) denotes a

lattice point in region 5 of the helicity lattice diagram shown in

Fig. 8(b). Figure 1 shows the specific helicity lattice for the
,

second d-function in the summand of (4.1), and the line segment AA

represents the sum.

As a preliminary to .the continuation of (4.1) in j , we

replace the finite sum with an infinite sum to get
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00, ,
-i~ J. ( ) -im ~e ~ d r z e ~ =

mm
n=-oo

where n retains the· int.egrality of j. When j = 0, i ,1 ••• , Eqs.

{4.1) and (4.2) are identical because we have ext~hded the sUlIlIiiatioh
,. ,

from segment.AA. to segment BB by adding segments .AB and A'B ' ,

both of which lie entirely within the "sense-nonsense" portion of the

helicity lattice where d~'(Z2) has square-root zeroes, as does

d~(Zl). For details on these zeros, see Appendix H.15.

We now consider the possibility of continuing Eq. (4.2) to

complex j. From Table H.14 we observe that, when -1 < z ~ 1,

dj r(z) is Carlson in j. In fact, both sides of (4.2) are Carlsonmm

in j as long as the sum converges. Since (4~2) is true for

j = 0,1,2 ... it follows from Carlson's Theorem that the equation is

true for general complex j, with the unique Carlson continuation

in j of dj
I ,

mm provided by the hypergeometric function in

(H.2) with (H.l]).

It should be clear that, as 2j moves away from integral

values, the portions of the sum in (4.2) represented in Fig. 1 by

segments .AB and A'B' become "activated", and the question of

convergence arises. If convergence is required, the analytic con-

tinuation of (4.2) in zl,Z2,tll is to some extent restricted. This

follows from the asymptotic behavior of the sunnnand which is,

according to (H.13), (H.32), (H.48) and (H.22),
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as n + ± 00. The' convergence condition is therefore

Zr t 1 z2 + 1
> (2 JIm(w) I) '(4'.3 )

zl - 1 z2 - 1
exp ,

ignoring the possibility of power convergence. For w real,

> 1.

Equation (4.4) is certainly satisfied' by Re( zl) > 0, Re( z2) > 0

(as quoted in Bateman), but more generally, as a simple geometrical

argument show~ (4.4) is satisfied and (4.2) converges if Re(z2) > 0

and zl lies anywhere outside a disc containing zl = -1 and

lying entirely within the left-half zl-plane, as illustrated in

Fig. 2.'I'h1.ls~· a portion of the interval (-1,1) near zi = -1' is

necessarily excluded, a fact which reappears if we take

Zi = cos 8i , 18i ' < n, in which case (4.4) requires that 181 1+1 82 1

< 1T. (In order to show that the right-hand side of (4.2) is Carlson,

we assume that r 8I and 82 respect this condition prior to con

tinuation. )

Converting '( 4.2 )to ~-fun~tions via (H. I] ),- vve obtain the

first-kind additi,ontheorem given in (2.1),

, r

-im~ j (' -im ~e P, , z) e =
nnn

00

L e-
iw P~(Zl) P~'(Z2)'

n=-oo

with validity as described in Section II.I.
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2. Hybrid 'Additidri"Theorem

Consider Eq.(4.5) above with zl,z2 > 1. We continue (4.5)
+iir

onto the left hand cut in z2 by taking z2 + z2 e = -z2 + iE .

~.. ... I' ~ e+i1f .. /Z22. (\Therefore, I'll!, -r y~ - 1. .R~om .J!;lD121, this implies that

,
Then (E.19) and its ~

f t

counterpart tell us that ~ -+ ~ but ~ -+ -~. The result of these

changes is:

00

e-irn</> p~, (-z + iE) e+irn 'qtl = L
n=-oo

e-inw pj (z ) pj ,( -z + iE) .
mnl run 2

(4.6 )

If in (4.6) we take rn' +...;rn' , multiply by Gj -rn" and

+i 1Tjsubtract the resultant equation from e times the original

Eq. (4'.5), we conclude with the help of identity (H.29) that

00

\ -inwj ( ) j , ( )L e PInn zl Qnm z2'
n=_OO

(4.7)

wniC4 is the nybrid addition theorem (2.5).

From the asymptotic behavior of the summand as n -+:too given

by (H.47) and (H.48),
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we find that the- convergence condition for (4.7) is

again ignoring the possibility of power convergence. Condition

(4.8) is the same as that reported in (2.6). Again, if zl,z2'w are

real, (4.8) is satisfied by z2 > zl > 1. More generally, a domain

similar to that in Fig. 2 may be obtained.

The second form of the hybrid addition theorem shown in

(2.5) follows trivially from (H.7), (H.23) and (H.32)9

3. Second-Kind Addition Theorems

We apologize from the start for the apparent circuitousness

of the present section, but rerndnd the reader that a direct proof

of the second-kind addition theorem may be found in the next section•

.There seems to be a certain amount of "analytic distance" between

the addition theorems of the first and second kind.

In terms of the'~ functions, the hybrid addition theorem

(4.7) is

=

00

L
n=-oo

(4-~9 )

t

where for now we consider j,m,m,n to be integers. Starting

with zl,z2 > 1, we continue (4.9) onto the left-hand cut in zl

in a manner sirndlar to that in which z2 was treated in Section 2
I ,

above. This time cl> + -cl> and <I> +.+<1> so we. get



r ,

e+imcf> ~j I ( -Z+iE ) e -im cf>
nun

=

-]1-

00

L (..-1 )m-n e -inw P~( -zl+iE) ~I( z2)

n=-oo

(4.10 )

If, in (4.10), we take m + -m, multiply by Gj(_l)j+l and
m

add the resultant equation to (4.9), we find, making use of identity

(H.28) on the left and (H.29) on the right,

00

n=-oo

I2!j (z ) ~j I (z )
( _.. )j-n ..:inw ~ 1 nm 21 . ,,~,

r(n-j) r(j+n+l)

(4.11 )

.An examination of the gamma-func.tionsin (4.11) shows that

the sum is really two distinct sums, one running from -00 to -j-l,

and the other rurming from J+1 to +00; moreover, these two sums

are the same, so the right side of (4.11) becomes

00

-2 G~ [. (-1 )J-n e-inw

n=j+l

~j (z ) ~j I (z )
run 1 run 2

r(n-j) r( j+l+n)

Next, the sum in (4.12) may be Sommerfeld-'Vatson transformed

to yield

1
i1T J dn e-

inw ~(zl) ~~'(z2)
C;

where C is a clockwise contour containing n = j+1, j+2, . We

now give w a sufficiently large, negative imaginary part so that
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the contour may be' bpenedupe The new contour runs upward just to

the left of ReCn) = j + 1, but may be harmlessly shifted to Re(n) = 00
r 1

Renaming variables ~ = i~, ~ = i$ , ~ = iw, A = n we find:

.ioo

'1 J'=
i1T

-ioo

-A~ j ( ') j ( )dA e ~mA zl ~Amr z2 ·

(4.13 )

,
So far, j,m,m are still integers, but from Appendix H.14

,
one can show that both sides of (4.13) are Carlson in j and m

, r
and then, from (H. 23 ), also in m. Taking m -+ l.l and m -+ l.l we

obtain

ioo

1

-ioo

r
where ,now j, l.l, l.l are all complex. Equation (4 ..14) is the second-

kind addition theorem (2. 7 ).

The convergence condition for (4.14) may be obtained from

the behavior of the integrand as A -+ ±ioo. From (H.47) and (H.23)

we find:
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Therefore the int.egration in (4 e 14) conve.rges if

~Iarg (:~:~) I + ~ Iarg(:::~) I+ l!m(a)! < 1T.

Since larg e~:~) I::: 1T only when zl £ (-1,1), we see that when

a is real, (4.14) converges for all zl,z2 except when both these

variables lie in the range (-1,1).

The contour in (4.14) plays the same role as the contour in

the easily proven identity [GR 6.422 (3)]

i oo

2;I ~ dA r(j+1+A) r(j+1-A) ::: 2-2j-2 r(2j+2) ,

-ioo

(4.16 )

which h~ppens to be the double asymptotic limit of (4.14) as zl,z2

-+ 00. If Re(j) < -1 ,. the contour must be deformed as shown in

Fig. 3 so as to continue to separate the pole chains of the integrand.

As 2j -+ a negative integer, the contour is pinched, generating the

singularity appearing on the right side of (4.16).17

The alternative second-kind addition theorem (2.11) is

obtained from (4.14) by rurming the Sommerfe1d-Watson process in

reverse, i.e., closing the contour to the right. Thus,

00

=
m=j+l

(4.17)
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f

where j ,11, 11 are still complex. From (H.47)· we have, as

Re(in) -+ + 00 ,

I IZ2+l l- Re m-IRn - .. - I
2 z2-1 ·-e

(4.18 )

Thus, (4.17) conve.rges when

I IZ1+1

1

1 IZ2+~1-Itnl- f + -Itn - I2 Z -1· 2 Z -11 2
< Re( a) , (4.19)

which is the same as condition (2.12).

Interestingly, the mixed-basis addition theorem given in

(3.5) just barely converges due to the IRemr""l shown in (4.18) and

the rotating phase of the summand.
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"v. Group·Theoretic Proof of the Addition "Theorems

So far we have "proven" the" addition theorems in two different

ways: first, the' "proof by interpretation" given in Section Ill, and

second, the' "proof by" continuation" (from the SU(2) addition theorem)

given in Section IV. Whereas the first method relies on external

calculations of UIR matrix elements, the second method depends on

tedious manipulation, in particular, Carlson continuations.

In this section, we give a self-contained and direct proof

of the multiplication formula corresponding to the second-kind addition

theorem. This proof will automatically be valid for complex j , 11,

and 11', and from the proof it will be obvious how to prove any

addition theorem. The crucial facts turn out to be: (I) the Legendre

functions are annihilated by the invariant Laplace operator of SU(I,I);

(2) the integration appearing in the multiplication formula is the

invariant integration of the subgroup K with respect to which

SUe 1,1) is reduced. For the first-kind multiplication formula,

K =SO(2), whereas for the second-kind, K = SO(l,l).

The second-kind multiplication formula (2.15) reads

t r

~A(gl) ~~~I(Z2) e-~ ~2

where we have defined

1 J~
= "2

-00

(5.1 )

~j I(g)
111l

(5.2 )
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and we recall from Appendix E.3 the' ordering of.the parameters

The proof of (5.1), and thus of the second-kind addition

theorem, conveniently divides into three parts. First, we show that

both sides of (5'.1) satisfy the' same 'partial differential equation

(the Laplace ). Second, we show that both sides in fact solve the

same ordinary differential equation (the Legendre). Third, we show

that both sides are the same solution of this ordinary differential

equation.

1. Part 1 of Proof

The Laplace operator ofSU(l,l) is defined as

L(g) _J2(g) - j(j+l) , (5.3)

where j2( g ) is the Casimir expressed in terms of the differential

generators given in Appendix C. In particular, ~ was calculated

for the continuous basis [SO(l,l) reductionJin Eq. (C.ll).

If f~v(Z) is a solution of the Legendre equation (H.l)

::£ ( j ;11, v ; Z ) fj (z) = 0,
"\ llV

then the function

fj (g)
llV
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is a solution to the Laplace ~quation

L(g) fj (g) = 0.
lJV

The differential generators calculated' in Appendix C.3 are

the generators of the left~regular representation

(5.5)

where

(5.6 )

Since [j2(g), t/g)J = 0, it follows that [L(g), T(g)(gl)] = 0.

This is why the Laplace operator is invariantl8 :

L(g)f(g) = L(g) [T(g)(gil ) f(gilg )]

= T(g)(g-l) [L(g) f(g-lg)]
1 . 1

(5.7)

That is, L(g ) = L( gIg) ~:i.rtgon f( g) is left-invariant in the

same sense that the Haar measure d[gJ = d [gIg] under Gf is

left-invariant.
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From the' ~ight~regular representation

T (g)(g ) f(g) = f,(g, gl)
R ·1-

one may conclude that the' Laplace operator is also right-invariant

becaus~ although the left-and right-shift differential generators

are not the' same, the' Casimir and Laplace operators are the same

whether expressed in terms of either left-or right-shift generators

[see Appendix F] .

From the invariance of L(g), it is at once obvious that

both sides of the multiplication formula (5.1) satisfy the Laplace

equation L(gl) f'(gl) = 0:

L(gl) ~j (g ) = 0
. IlA 1

L( gl) ~].ll (g ) =

= o.

This completes part 1 of the proof.

2. Part 2 of Proof

We show here that both sides of (5.1) satisfy the Legendre

equation ~(j;].l,A;zl) f(zl) = O. This fact is obvious for the left

hand side of (5.1), and is almost obvious for the r,ight-hand side.

We have shown in part 1 above that the right-hand side of (5.1)

; RHS(gl) satisfies the equation L(gl)RHS(gl) = O. If we can

show that
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(5.8 )

then it will follow that 0(( j;l1,A;zl) RHS(gl) = o. Thus, part fl

of the proof is complete if we can demonstrate (5.8). This is

where the 80(1,1) invariant integration comes into play.

We begin by "exploding" ~ (glg2 ) in (5.1) via the 1eft

regular representation (5.5) and (5.6), so that

00

_00

00

= ~ J
-00

(5.9)

From (C.ll), so we may replace the rightmost

exponential operator in (5.9) with exp(-~~l)' achieving 'half the

goal of demonstrating (5.8). The leftmost operator cannot be taken

through onto ~(g2 ) because 11 and K2 do not commute. However,

by considering the general form of the expression in (5.9), we may
t

successfully expose the factor e-A~l as follows:

00

00

= J d~2eA~2 F( ~2 + ~i)
-00

( Eq. (5 .10) continued on next pag'e)

( 5.10)
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00

( 5.10 )

_00

where we have in effect used the regular representation of SO(l,l),

the group multiplication property of D(S2) = eAS2 , and the invar'"

iance of SO{l,l) d rS2] · Therefore,

00

_00

(5.11 )'

which concludes part 2 of the proof.

3. Part 3 of Proof

We have shown that the Legendre equation

( 5.12)

is solved by both sides of the second-kind multiplication formula

00

-00

( 5.13)

and we now wish to show that both sides of (5.13) are in fact the

same solution of (5.12). From (H .39) we see that, for complex j,

the linear combination of ~A( zl ) and ~~-le Zl ), which any

solution of (5.12) must be, is completely determined by the asymptotic

form as zl -+ 00. Thus, we shall prove that both sides of (5.13)
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are the same solution of (5.12), with the same coefficient19, by

showing that (;"$ 13') is true as Z -+ 001 e
But, usi~ the information

given in (E.20)' with' 'uf':= -ia. and (E.22), it is easily shown that

the asymptotic limit of ,,( 5.13) as zl -+ 00 is a version of the inte

gral representation for Q~~ I ( z2 ) given in (H.58 ) . This concludes

our-proof.

4. Proofs of the Other 'Multiplication Formulas

The formulas (2.13) and (2.14) maybe proven by the same

procedure as above e' Part 1. of the proof goes thro,ugh intact, since it

depends only on the general gl-g2 = g structure of the multipli

cation formula. Part 2 goes through as above except K = 80(2),

so equations (5.10) are correspondingly different. It is here that
r

the restriction that (m,m ,n) be integers or half-integers arises.

Part 3 is then shown by taking zl + 00 as above, then using (H.57)

or (H. 58).

Regarding the hybrid multiplication formula (2.14), we men-

tion one detail which causes its proof to differ slightly from the

others. In part 2, the proof that both sides of (2.14) solve the

Legendre equation in zl fails when zl = z2' because in this case

Z = zlz2 + 1z
1
2 -I' -/zi;; l' cos (w) + 1 as w + ± 1T , so the

singularity of ~ I ( 1 ) touches the endpoints of the integration in

(2.14). This has the effect of causing a discontinuity in the

right~hand side of (2.14), treated as a function of zl'

and for zl,z2 > 1 we find by the above procedure that

at
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'IT

2~ J
-'IT

We have chosen the' first term for the analytic continuation in zl

and z2 discussed in Section IV.2.

5. A Note on the Integral Representations for ~ and P

From Eq. (5.11) derived above and Appendix C.3 it follows

that

00

_00

where

Setting 11

to (H. 39),

o and taking v
2

+ 00 on both sides we find, according

00

( 5.15 )

where
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t

Now, using the' symmetry (H.• 22) and replaci?g 11 -+ -11 ,- A -+ -11,

~2 -+ a, zl -+ z ~we. get

00

with

== 'Fe S+~~ll' )
r(j+l':"1J) ~J

-00

( 5.16 )

k2 = i [Sh a da + (j+l) ch a]

A result similar to (5~16) follows from the equation corres-

ponding to (5.11) 'in the proof of the first-kind multiplication

formula. The answer may be .quickly guessed by comparing (H.57)

with CH. 58) and using a = iw

'IT

where

=
r(-j+m),
r(. ... j-+m )

-+
-imw iv kdw e e 2

(5.17)

k2 = i [Sin wd
W

+ (j+l) cos w] .

Equations (.5.16) and (5.17) allow us to interpret the

Legendre integral representations (H. 57) and CH. 58) as "matrix ele-

ments 11 of the operator exp (i v k2 ) , where -+. .•. •k2 lS a reallzatlon

o·f the SUe 1,1) Lie generator K2 as a single-parameter differential

operator. The full single-parameter Lie algebra appropriate to

(5.16) is
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+
, i3ak

1 =

k = 'i [Sh aeaa + (5+1 ) ch al2

-r -i [Ch aeda + (j+1) sh a]J3
=

which is just the realization discussed by Mukunda3, Eq. (4.15), and

by Hermann15, Eq. (5.3).

trdiagonal rr •

+Note that the 80(1,1) generator k1 is

In order to show directly that (5.16) and (H.58) are the

same, one must compute the action of an exponentiated differential

operator. A":,'tridk for doing this is given by Hermann, p. 104 (but

sign error in Eq. (5.8)).

Considering the discussion of Appendi~ D, we are not surprised

at this interpretation of the integral representations since, for

special values of j and the helicity labels, the Legendre functions

are precisely the SU( 1,1) D~ UIR matrix elements, aside from

inessential factors.
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VI. Application: 'the"'Diagonalization of Corty61ution:_ Equations

The group~theoretic addition theorems are particularlY useful

in diagonalizi~g in~egral equations of the convolution form. If

A,B and C are functions ,defined on a Lie. group G with invariant

measure . dg, consider" the' "integral equation"

A( g ) = r B*C 1(g )

= jr dg1 B(gl) C(g2)

G

(6.1 )

-1 cr
where g2 = gl g. Let Dk k I (g ) be the matrix elements of an

irreducible representation of G labelled by the eigenvalues cr

of the" invariant operators of the Lie algebra (e.g., Casimir
I

operators). Indices k and k represent the eigenvalues of the

simultaneously diagonalized generators in the Qasis

The functions D~'(g) satisfy an addition theorem

Icr,k>

(6.2)

Applying J dg D~,kl(g) to both sides of (6.1) we find

G

J dg A(g) D~'(g)
G

Jdg1 B( gl ) Jdg D~ I ( g) C( g2 )
G G

= Sk
U
!dg1 B(gl) D~"(gl)·{dg

2 C(g2)D~tk,(g~,

where we have used the Haar invariance ~dg = ~ d[glgJ= ~dg2'
G G G
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as well as the' addition theorem (6.2). Defini;ng the projections

f~' -. Jdg f(g) D~'(g) ,

G

we arrive at the' "diagonalized" equation

1. 'Diagorialization in 'the Discrete Basis

(6.3 )

Specifically, if A,B and C are defined on G = SU(l,l),

th t · 20e equa lon

21T 00 2,1T

J J
r

A( et> , v , et> , ) d<l>J •J dVl ·sh 'i det> . , "r t= • ~ B( <l>1'V1,<I>l) c( <l>2,V2,<I>2)21T
0 0 -21T

(6.5)

may be diagonalized by means of the first-kind Legendre addition

theorem (2.1)

(6.6 )

(6.7)

T~e resultant'diagonalized equation is

= ~ 6.8)
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where

- f
G

dg f( g) pj I ( g )
, . nnn (6.9)

with ,dg as shown in (6.'5)4t

Once the diagonalized equation is "solved" for

(e.g., if B is given and C is a function of A), the function

A(g) maybe reconstructed from its projections according to (G.15a).

The diagonalization above was discussed in cormection with

the partial-wave analysis of particle scattering amplitudes by

Serterio and TolleT
2L

( 1964) and in further detail by Toller22

(1965 ).

2. Diagonalization in the Continuous Basis

Assume now that the functions A,B,C are defined23 only

on'the semigroup S
o

+
discussed in Appendix E.3. To diagonalize

the equation

,
A(~,v, ~ )

00 00

= J d~l f dVlesh 'i27f:
_00 0

00

(6.10 )

we apply the second-kind Legendre additiontheorem (2.7--·)

~llr(g) =
1

i1T

ioo

JdA ~A(gl) ~~llr(g2)
-ioo

(6.11 )
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where

(l~p. l( g) ;;. e -p.~ ~p.' (ch v)

. r t

-11 ~e (6.12 )

with dg as shown in (6.10). Again,. if the diagonalized equation

is solved for the A
j

, , the unprojected function A( g) may be
llll~

obtained from (G.17a).

3. The Diagonalization of Abarbanel and Saunders

Consider the following special case of (6.10),

A(-,v,-)

00

= J
00

d~J f·
27f

or

A(z) =

00

J

_00 0

00

(6.15 )

where a dash indicates an absence of functional dependence on the
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variable appearing' in -c 6'.10)$ We have removed, the' (non-compact)

integration over s~ and have set s~ = 0. 24 . It is easy to show that

the diagonalization procedUre is unaffected by'the fact that the

full invariant integration fails to appear in,(6.l5); only the

projection of B is different.

From (6.13) we find, after· cancelling delta functions, the

following diagonalization of (6.15):

1

i OO

a
j I J dA biA c j

= -.-
00 lTr AO

-ioo

where 00

a
j J dz A( z) llj (z)
00 00

1
00

b
j J dZ1 B(Zl) IlgA (Zl)oA

I
00

00

= J ~~2 J
-00

(6.16 )

(6.17)

(6.18)

(6.19)

Specializing still further by removing the ~2-dependence from

c( t_ , z2 ), we get c~ = 15 ( iA )c j ,so the diagonalization of
~ AO 00
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with all projections of the' form

a.
J =J

I

dz 'A( 'z) Q. ( 'z) .
J

In terms of simplicity, (6.2l) is comparable to (I $ 2) fl

The special case'of the second-ki~A diagonalization given

as (6.20) and (6.21) was discovered by Abarbanel and Saunders25

( 7') f .. 26 (9 )19 0 and urther analyzed by Cronstroml 74 .

4. A Physics Comment

Briefly, the physical significance of the simplified convo~

lution Eq. (6.15) may be understood in terms of Fig. 4 which shows,

in schematic form, the typical multiperipheral integral equation

(in a particular kinematic configuration, see CDM [27]). The x I s

~ 27
mark "CDM frames" and the variables shown are the boost para-

meters which link the frames in a manner similar to the usual ToIler

or BCP variab1es. 28 Of course these variables are also the 80(2,1)

group variables we have been using all along in the continuous-basis

8
0

+ semigroup parametri~tion, and g = glg2.

The multiperipheral integral equation symbolized by Fig. 4

is a statement of (s-channel) unitarity . This means that, roughly

speaki:qg, A,B, and C are the discontinuit_ies of reggeon-reggeon

scattering amplitudes, with "cluster masses" sensed by the variables

v, VI' and V
2

• We have included in C the "reggeon propagator"

whose "energy" dependence is characterized by the variable ~2.

The loop integration in the multiperipheral equation is the

Lorentz invariant d4:k, where If is the 4-momentum of, say,
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the lower r,e,ggeon of the".~e.ggeon pro~agatore. Vlhen this momentum

is viewed from the" leftmost CDM"frame, one fi~ds that:

=

where

=

and

, ,
The variables k,w,t,t

l
,t

2
,u,z are described in CDM and AS

but are of no concern here. The point is that the "loop phase space"

d4k factorizes exactly into a residual "transverse integration ll dT

(which survives in the partially diagonalized equation), and the

group phase space dgl which appears in (6.15).

In other words, the t < 0 multiperipheral equation is

a convolution equation with respect to the 8 +
o

serirlsubgroup of

80(2,1) and may therefore be exactlydiagonalized by the second-kind

addition theorem. This is in contrast to the approximate diagonal-

ization obtained" by use of the Mellin!Laplace!SO(l,l) transform

which treats the integral equation "as if it were a convolution with
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respect to 80(1,1) rather than 80(2,1). A problem with this

SO(l,l) or"rapidity" approximation is that certain potentially sig~

nificant effects (such as threshold behavior) get washed out in the

diagonalization process.

The reason that Abarbane1 and Saunders.were able to partially

diagonalize the ASFequation using (6.20) and (6.21) is that the ASF

equation has an energy-independent pion propagator in place of the

more general reggeon propagator, i.e., C(z2) in place of C(S2,z2).

The diagonalizationof a fully reggeized multiperiphera1 equation

(such as the planar bootstrap) would look more like (6.16) or

(6.13).27,29 The variable A is related to the analytic continuation

of the helicity of the reggeon prop.agator in the same sense that the

full projection given in (6.14) is the helicity continuation of the

Froissart-Gribov projection with spin. We hope to clarify this

comment in a future publication.
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Note Added·to·~anuscript.After writing this report we have discovered,

much to our embarrassment, the existence of the referenoes listed

below, in particular Ref. A. This pleasant paper ( a follow-up to

Ref. 25 ) contains on page 269 a statement of the second-kind addition

theorem and multiplication formula, and makes the identification of

the second-kind Legendre functions with the continuous-basis SU(.).,l)

+matrix elements (albeit for the Cq rather than the Dk series). We

suspect that similar information is contained in Ref. C which we have

been unable to locate. Moreover, Ref. A effects the diagona1ization

we have given in Section VI.2, though we might still claim to have

done so with more generality and conciseness. Ref. B extends the

work of Ref. A to the t=O case. Ref. E describes the significance

of the semigroup which we stumbled upon in our Appendix E.3. Refs. D

and E discuss the possibility of projecting amplitudes onto (Banach)

representations of the semigroups of SU(l,l) and SL(2,C) which support

the mu1tiperipheral integration in the t< 0 and t=O cases. Finally,

we note the criticism lodged by Ref. F against "improved" expansion

theorems like our (G.17).

A) H.D.I. Abarbanel and L.M. Saunders, Ann.Phys.(N.Y.) 64,254 (1971).

B) H.D.I. Abarbanel and L.M. Saunders, Ann.Phys.(N.Y.) 69,583 (1972).

C) N.W. Macfadyen, Carnegie Mellon University Report, October 1969.

D) S, Ferrara et. 'al., Nucl. Phys. B53,366 (1973) •

.E) G. Soliani and M. ToIler, Nuovo Cimento 15A,430 (1973).

F) N.W. Macfadyen, Commun. Math. Phys. 28,87 (1972).
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Appendix :A,:, 'Lie Generator Conventions

The' six abstract,'generators of SL( 2', C) satisfy the Lie

algebra

[Ji , J j) = i s·'·k JkIJ

[ Ji'Kj] = i Eijk I<k

[Ki 'Kj] = -i s. ·k Jk
(A.l)lJ .,

From (A.l) and the Campbell-Hausdorff formula it follows that

-ict>J · J. i<f>J· cp-J. sin <j>-Sijk Jk
e 1 e 1 = cos +

J J

-i<pJ · iepJ· cp-K. + sin <j>-Sijk I<kelK. e 1 = cos
J J

-ivKi J.
ivK.

ch v-J. sh V-Sijk I<ke e 1 +
J J

e-iv~ ivK·
sh V-E ••k J

k
K. e 1 ch v-K. e

J J lJ

The SU(2) subgroup of SL(2,C) is generated by

with the Lie algebra

and Casimir

(A.2 )
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For the' 'SU(l,l) s1.l:bgroup of 81(2,C) ,we. choose the

generators

K1 , K2~ J
3

with the' Lie ~lgebra

[J3'~] = i K
2

[~,K2] = -i J]

and Casimir

J2 _K2
K

2 2'
= + J]1 2

= -i K
1

(A.] )

The SU(l,l) Lie algebra may be obtained from that of

Sue 2 ) by the mapping

a fact sometimes referred to as Weyl's Trick (see Appendix B.l).

In the explicit realization of SL(2,C) given below, the above

mapping is an identity.

There are several simple automorphisms of SU(2), two of which

are the obvious cyclic permutationse Two more are

From these four, a list of 23 automorphis:qls may easily be constructed,

allowing any 'generator to be mapped into (plus or minus) any other

generator. Using WeylY s trick, the corresponding list of 23 auto-

morphisms of SUe 1',1) is at once found $ Two of these C\re
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( K1, K2 ' J3 ) -+. ( -K2 , K1 ' J 3 ), ( iJ3' K2' i K1 )·

(A.5 )

The first shows (see below) that our generators

are trivially automorphically connected to the"

Mukunda3,

Kl ,K2 and J
3

uJ. If used by
1

UJ "o

nJ n
1

UJ n
2

=

=

= -~

The second automorphism in (A .. "5) is useful in interconnecting relations

between the discrete and continuous-basis parametrizations of SU(l,l)

(see Appendix C.3).

2. Expli~it Realization of SL(2,C).

The Lie al"gebras given above have the following two-dimensional

realization,

J.
1

K.
1

(A.6 )

wnere cr.
1

are the Pauli matrices. The matrices of the one-parameter

subgroups may be found from
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1

where ~ = complex 3-vector and et = (eti + et~ + et~ )2 They are:

(C<l>/2 -is<l>/~ (V sh V~)ch -

e-iepJ1
-is<1>/2

e -:h> K1 = sh ~= C<I>/2 ch -2

( C~2 -S<I>/2 )

e-iCP~2 = S<I>/2 C<I>/2

e-i <PJ 3 =

( :_i<l>/2

:i<l>/2) -i\>Ke3

(
ch 'L -ChiSvh1\

=. iSh
2v

)
2 2

O_V/2)
e .

CA.7 )

Whereas the J. are hermitian and the e-i<l>Ji are unitary, the K.
1 1

are anti-hermitian and the e-i~Ki are non-unitary.

3. Relation to the Lorentz Group

Throughout this paper we have avoided repeated mention of

saC 3) with suC 2), and saC 2,1) with Sue 1,1). Physical applications

of the addition theorems (e.g., diagonalizations as in Sec. VI)

usually involve these Lorentz subgroups rather than their SU counter-

parts. For ,this reason, we include here our convention for the

connection between SL(2,C) and SO(3,1).

If we represent an arbitrary , SL( 2,C) group element by

g
-i ;:"[.a .'J + b· K]"= e "0# '" - '"

the corresponding element of the" (proper orthochronous) Lorentz

+group saC 3,1) is given by
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according to the usual hoinomorphic connection (see RUhl,30 Eq. (1....6) ),

f +
X = g'X g

x' crx'll
II

x = crxll

=(: + z x ~iY)II

+ iy t - z

rll
= All vx x·v

The 4-dimensional Lorentz generators defined by

=

are then given by

(
- i ( a •J + b.K] ) 1.1e 'V 'V -- ·v

+
SL( 2, c) and sa( 3,1) ,

0 b
1

b2 b
3

a·J b·K i x b1 0 -a a2+ = 3

b2 ~3
0 -a1

b
3

-a a1 a2

According to this connection between the

Lorentz transformations corresponding to (Ae 7) are of the active

type, e.g.,
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chV shv 0 0 1 0 0 0

sh \> ch'\) ,0 0 0 C", -8", 0

-epJ lJ(e-iVK.l )J.1 0 0 1 0 (e-'l 3)' = 0 8", C", 0.v eV

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

(A.8 )
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Appendix B: "Representations and Bases: for SU(l,l)

In this appendix we derive the classes of UIR's for SU(1,1)3l

and define the'ineani!1g of discrete, continuous and mixed basis. In

each basis the" forms of:thematrix elements" are given, but the ex-

plicit functions are deferred to Appendix De

1. The" UIR ' s

The unitary irreducible representations (UIR's) of SU(l,l)

are all of infinite dimension, since 8U(1,1) is non-compact. In

the discrete basis, to be described below, the basis vectors Ij ,m>

which span the represBlltation space of a UIR are eigenvectors of J2

and J
3

, just as in the usual SU(2) analysis. In fact, using

Weyl's trick32 as mentioned in Appendix A,

J ± - where K±

and our knowledge of SU(2), we find for SU(l,l) that

(B.l)

= =

(B.2 )

To say that the UIR" {fj,m>} is unitary is to say that the

. generators Kl ,K2,J
3

· are herinitian with respect to the scalar pro

duct < t >. Therefore, <.' > had better "be a scalar product.

As (B.2) shows, this will only be true if (m + ~i > (j + ~)2
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for all Ij ;m> in the' representation. From this simple fact, and

the' truncation possibility implicit in (BsI), we immediately know

all the UIR's. With the spectrum of J
3

restricted to integers

and half-int,egers (for single-valued' representations of SUe 1,1) ),

the' nontrivial UIR's are displayed'in Table B.l.

TABLE'B.l The UIR's of SU(l,l)

1 .'- -< J < 02

name range of j

j 1 is (s real)= -2+

j 1 is (sreal)--+2

= 1 1 ]
j - ~2,O'2' 1, 2' 0 ••

J.= 10113
- 2' '2' ,2' · · ·

J] spectrum

m = 0,±1,±2, ...

m = +1 + 1.
-2' - 2 ' · • •

m = 0,±1,±2, ..•

m = j+l,j+2, ..•

m = -j-l,-j-2, ..•

The UIR's are called, respectively, the integral and half-integral

continuous (or principal) series, the exceptional Cor supplementary)

series, and the positive and negative discrete series. The notation

·1is that of Bargmann who uses

q = -j(j+l) k = j+l (B.] )
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so that

'1 .2
q - k( l-k) = 4 + S

k = !. + is
2'

2. Discrete 'Basis

(B.4 )

j =. - ~ +J±-q' ·

The' vectors f j ,m>
2which diagonalize J and J],

J2~,m> = j(j+l)lj,m>

(B.5 )

comprise the "discrete basis" of the UIR labelled by j, so-called

because the spectrum of the compact generator J] is discrete. As

indicated by (B.I), the points of the spectrum are separated by

one unit and, since J] is hermitian, the spectrum lies on the

real axis. The normalization and completeness of the IJ;m> are

given by

t

<J ,rnl j ,ID > cS 'ID,m = L Ij,m> <j,m! ,

m

(B.6 )

where lj indicates theide~tity in the Hilbert Space Hj of the

UIR, and the sum on m extends over the appropriate range as shown

in Table B.l.
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The ,abstract elements of the'Lie, group8U(1,1) are repre

sented in Hj by operators U(g), where g indicates some para-

metrization of ,the group elementse The UIR matrix elements in the
,

discrete basis are then' <j ,m IU( g ) f j ,m ~e

The traditional parametrization of SUe 1',1 ), and the one

appropriate for taking discrete-basis matrix elements, is: 33

(B.7 )

,
If we restrict ep,v,<p to the regions

o ~ ep < 21T ,
r

-21T ~ <I> < 21T , v ~ 0, (B.B)

SU(l,l) is covered once, but s8{2,1) is covered twice. For
t

80(2,1) this double coverage can be removed by giving <P the

same range as cp.

The discrete-basis matrix elements then have the form

r t

~,mIUl(</>'V'</> )Ij,m> =

(B.9 )
3. ContiIluousBasis. If the non-compact generator IS. is diagon-

alized instead of J
3

,

(B.I0)

we have the Ucontinuous basisu since the spectrum of Kl is the con

tinuous real line (again, Kl is hermitian for UIR's). Actually,
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for the Cq UIR' s, the spectrum of IS. is the reaL line twice, and

a bi-valued multiplicity index must be added in thekets, IJ;P,b>.34

We shall be concerned o~ly with the

multiplicity index.'

.;.+
Dk UIR r s .·where there is no

The' normalization and completeness relation for the

UIRt s are

00

D +
k

, r
<j , P Ij , p > = c( p-p ) f dp Ij , p> <j,pi,

(B .11)

where j takes the values shown in Table B.l. It turns out to be

more convenient to use the purely imaginary variab-les II = ip
r

and II = ip so that

ioo

Ij = (-i) ~ d~lj,~> <j,~1
-ioo

(B .12)

·T4is is t:qe Iviel1in-Barnes "~onto1Jr wp.ieh appears in the second-kind

addition theorem (2.7).

An appropriate parametrization for the continuous basis is

=
• • f

-l~Kl -ivK -l~ Ke e 2 e In s (B.13 )

The sector "of the' SU(l,l) group manifold which admits this para-

metrization with V ~ 0 forms a semigroup S +
o (see .Appendix E.3),
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+so for g E S " the' continuous-basis matrix elements for the
o

Dk+ UIR's have the form

, .,
< j , l-t1 U2( S, V , S ) Ij ,}.I >

4. Mixed Basis

r t

=: e-}.Is e-}.I S <j , }.lIe-h>K21 j,}.I' >.

(B.14 )

Matrix elements in the "mixed basis" have J
3

diagonal

on one side, and Kl diagonal on the other. .Any element of SU(l,l)

can be parametrized in either of the forms

r

U
4
( ~,n, th' ) e-i~Kl e-iBK2' -iep JS 'Y =11 e ':3

The mixed-basis matrix elements for D +
k

then have the form

<J 'IIlI Uj ( et> ,n ,s ' ) IJ,}.I\
r r

=: e-imet> e-V S<j,mle-inK2Ij,}.I'>

f ,

<j,}.Ilu4(s,n,et> )Ij,m> =

(B .16 )
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Appendix C: 'The.Lie Gen~rators as Differential Operators on 8U(1,1)

2Following the' approach of Bargmann ,we' show in general how

Lie generators can be'realized as differential operators on the

group manifold itself. Then'we exp1icitly'calcu1ate the operators for

each of the· 8U(1,1) parametrizations. The main point of this effort

is to obtain the second-order differential operators for the Casimir

which are used in the following appendix to "compute" the explicit

SUe 1,1) matrix elements e

1. The Method

Consider an n-parameter Lie group associated with one of the

classical matrix groups. Let the generators be G. ,
1

the parameters

p., and let U( p) be a representation so that
1

(C.1 )

In this ch~in of operators, some of the generators may appear more

than once, others not at all.

The generators G. can be realized as differential operators
1

G. on the manifold p: (the parameter space) according to35
1

G. U(p) = ~G. u(p)
1 1

(C.2 )

Since the G.
1

u.
1

satisfy the Lie algebra k
c. · Gk ,lJ

so do the
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(G. G. .. G.G.) U( p )
1. J J 1.

(C.3 )

-+ -+= (-G.G. + G.G.) U(p)
1. J J 1.

-+ -+
= ( -G .G. + G. G.) U( p) ,

J 1. 1. J

= ( G•G• - G. G. )U( P )
J 1. 1. J

ok -+ (= c .. G
k

U(p) C.4)
1.J

If U(p) is taken to be the "elementary" matrix representa~

tion, (C.2) is a simple system of equations which can be solved for

the functions x..(p) which characterize the operators G.,
1.J 1.

n

G. = L x..(p) d (C.5 )
1. 1.J dp.

j=l J

We find it more convenient to think ofU(P ) as an abstract repre-

sentation and, in effect, let the Campbell-Hausdorff identities do

the work of solving these equations. This method is illustrated

in the following sections.

2. Discrete Basis

We calculate the "differential generators"

using the standard Bargmann parametrization

G. for SU(l,l)
1.
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,
U
1

= Ul(~'V,~') = e-i~J3 e-iVK2 e-i~ J3

First,

Next,

(C.6 )

where we have used one of the Campbell-Hausdorff identities (A.2).

Therefore,

Finally,

-i dv (C.7 )

(Equation continued on next page)
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Therefore,

,
-i d

<I>

(C.8 )

'Combining (~C·.6) through (C.8) we find

f

for Ul(~'v,~') = e-i~J3 e-iVK2 e-i~ J 3

=

=

=

-i cos 4> A + i sin et> d
V

-i sin cl> A - i cos et> Cl\) (C.9 )

-+ -+ -+ +.4>-1 (-iA ± d ),K± - K
1

± i K
2 = e v

where A
,1 (a t c4v d~ )- sh·.V -

<I>

The Casimir J2:: -~ - K~ + J~ is most easily computed from

J2 = J~ - ~ [K+,K_J + with the result
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1= : ')

sh V

= (z2 _ 1) d2 + 2Zd +
z z

where z = ch v.

3. Continuous Basis

( C.10 )

TQ get the corresponding expressions ~or thte,:,p9-:r;aw§trization

r -i~K -iVK-i~rKU2( l;, v,l;) = e 1 e 2 e 1 we can repeat the above

procedure. However, since this parametrization can be reached from

the preceding parametri'zation via the automorphism (K
1

, K
2

, J3 )
r ,

+ (iJ
3

,K
2

,iK
1

) and change of variables l; = i~, l; = i~ , we can

simply translate the above equations accordingly.36 Therefore,

-+
-idl;

;'/' K1
=..

-+
J

3
= -ch ~A - ish ~ ·a

V

A = s; v (idl;' - ch v idl;)

(c .11 )
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again with z = ch v.

4. Mixed Basis

By setting u = i.; in the third of equations (A.2) we

find

(c .12)

from which it easily follows that

=

where <I> I = ...,iF; I and v = 11 + i ~. Now, let G
i

( <1>, v, <I> ') be

one of the Bargmann-parametriz:ati.on generators given in (C.9).

According to (C.2) and (C.13) ,

= (C .14)

-The derivation of the first equality in (C .14) goes through exactly

as in Section 2 above; it is unaffected by the presence of the factor

exp(- ; K2 ) sitting on the right side of (C.I]). The second

equality in (C.14) indicates that the differential generators in

are the same as those in thethe mixed-basis parametri~~ationU3
f ,

U
1

parametriz:ation with cl> + -i~ and '+ • 7fV + n-;·. 1 - •.. 2 Therefore,
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,
for U3($,n,~r) = e-i $J3 e-inK2e-i~ Kl

-+
Kl = -i cos $ A + i sin $ an

A =
1

i chn

-i sin <I> l\. -i cos <I> dn

= ( z2_ 1) a2 + 2za + 1
Z Z I 2 ~

{z - 1)

where now z = ish n.

(C.15 )

Finally, for U4 we apply the automorphism (K
l

, K2, J3 )

-+ (iJ3JS,iKl ) to the U3 results ( C.15 ) with the variable change
r r

<I> -+ -i~, ~ -+ -i<l> to get

,
for U4(~,n,$r) = e-i~Kl e-inK2 e-i $ J 3

-+IS- = -i a~ A =
1

'i chn

-ch ~'A - i sh ~ a
n

-+ +~
K+ = e- (-iA ± a)- n

(Equation continued on next page)
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j2 = (i- 1) ~; + 2ZdZ + (Z2~ 1) [(idS)2 + (d</>,)2 - 2Z(idS)(-d</>'j,

( C.16 )

where again z::: i sh n.
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Appendix D: The Casimiric Differential Equation and Explicit

sue 1, 1) Matrix Elements

In Appendix C we constructed realizations of the SU(l,l)

Lie generators as differential operators on the group manifold

according to

+
wi th G. and U( g) operators in a representation space, and G.

1 1

the differential generators in the parameters. In particular,

+
J2U(g) = J2U(g).

Therefore in some basis Ij,a > we have

(D.I)

=

= <j , a IJ2U(g )Ij , a I >

f

= j(j+1) <j,aIU(g)lj,a> (D.2 )

so that the UIR matrix elements are eigenfunctions .. of the Casimiric

differential operator. If we def.ine. o(j;ll,V;z) as in (H.I),

then application of j2 in the forms ( G.10), (C .11), (0.15 ) and Cc .16 )

to <the rnatrix elements (B CD 9 ), (B .14) and (B .16) tells us, according
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to (D.";2), that

, • K fate j ;m,m ;ch v) d ,mIe-1v 21 j ,m >

-P( · · .h .). I -inK2 1·~ J;m,ll;l s n <;],m e J,ll>

= 0,

= 0,

= 0,

= 0.

(D.] )

(D.5 )

(D.6 )

"Therefore, the matrix elements of all UIR's of SU(I,l) in the

discrete, continuous and mixed bases are Legendre functions in the

z-variable indicated. The only question that remains is: which

Legendre functions, and what are the coefficients?

For the discrete-basis matrix elements we know that
,

m - m = integer and

(H .42),

r
<j ,mlj ,ID > = 0 I.

'm,m From (H.41) and

lim
z-+l

pj r{ z)
mm

= cS 'm,m lim
z-+l

r

~r(z) ~ (z_l)-Im-m 1/2 .

We regard this as evidence, if not proof, of the faot that all the

discrete-basis UIR matrix-elements turn out to be, with a convention-

al phase choice,

. -ivK.'
<\J ,ID le 21 J ,ID:>

= d~ r (ch v+ie:) ~ v >" O. ( D.7 )
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.As proof of this result, we take- K
2

= iJ2 in SL( 2, C ) and ob

serve that (D.7) is exactly the analytic continuation of the SU(2)

Wigner d-function onto the right-hand cut (see Fig. 6( c»; but

see also Ref. 16 and references in footnote 31.

For the continuous-basis Dk+ matrix elements, ~ and ~
t

are both imaginary and <j~lj~ >

and (H.42),

r
= QC i~-i~ ) From (H.4l)

lim pj I(Z) ~ (z
z+l 1111

lim !lJj -I( z) = +7fo(i~-i~ I )
z+l l..l~

Again, this is suggestive of the result for the Dk+ matrix element

which is

(D.S)

This matrix element has been explicitly calculated by Pasupathy and

EadhakriShnan37 using the method of Mukunda and Radhakrishnan. 38

From the work of Lindblad and Nagel, 39 it is possible to

evaluate the basis transformation matrix <jlll'Sm> directly from

the Lie algebra, and to conclude that the mixed-basis matrix element

is a second-kind Legendre function. In a calculation based on

MUkunda3 and following the lines of footnote 34, we have found that,

in a phase choice consistent with the continuous-basis matrix

element, the +. . •Dk IIllxed-basls matrlx elements are:
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t i ; (m-l.1) ·
= A· e (2!J ( +i sh n) ,

r;n,ll

where

1

A = jf.[r(j+l+m)r(-j+m)] -2

n ~ 0

(D.9 )

These matrix elements may also be computed using the non-local

( i •e. , non-multiplier) construction of Mukunda and Radhakrishnan. 38

The mixed-basis matrix elements for the C series have been calq

culatedby Kalninsj40 27see also CDM.

We feel that all these matrix elements should be rigorously

obtainable from the Casimiric differential equations and some

bounda~ conditions without explicit construction of the represen-

tations, but we do not know how to do this.
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, 'Appendix E: Elaboration of g = g:I.~

Here we state in detail the relations implied by g = glg2

in SUe 2 ) and in the discrete, continuous, and mixed bases of

SU(l,l). In Section 5 the results are summarized and a relevant

asymptotic limit taken. One may obtain equivalent parameter rela~'

tions for g = glg2 in terms of half-angles by simply multiplying

the SL(2;\C), matrices given in CA.?).

1. SUe 2)

For each g in g = glg2 we use the parametrization and

abbreviated notation,

Therefore,

,
g = glg2 :; ~ e ~

I ,

= ~lel~l • ~2a2~2

(E.l)

In the last line we have, without loss of generality, set $1
f ,

= ~2 = 0 and definedw = ~l + ~2. Applying (E.l) in SO(3)

to the z-like unit vector (0,0,1) we find, using (A.a), the three

equations
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sin ~ sin a .- sin w sin 82

cos <p sin a = cos 81 sin ~cos w-:'+ sin 81 cos 8
2

cos 8 = cos 81 cos 82 - sin 81 sin 82 cos w.

S~ similar equations are obtained by substituting into these three

the replacements suggested by

f

<p 8 <p =

y

8 <p 8-1
2·

The results are then summarized in an obvious notation,

Cep = (Ca 'Sa .. 0 + Se Ca )/S8
I 2 w 1 2

(E.2 )

The equations for <1>' are obtained from those for <I> by 1~ 2.41

By convention, we take 0 ~ e ~ 7f so that sin 8 ? o.
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2. SU(l,l)~ DiSti~~te ~asis

For each g in g = glg2 we use the parametrization

I

g = e-i $J3 e-ivK2 e-i $ J3 _ $ V$l

Therefore,

, ,
-- <PIVI<PI· 4>2v2<P2

t I

$2 )-- vI($1 + $2 )V2

,
~ <P v <p = vIw v2 ' (E.3 )

again removing redundant parameters. Since K2 = iJ2 in SL(2,C),

the parameter relations are obtained from those of 8U(2) given in

( E•2) by the replacements

e -+ iv cos e -+ ch v sin e -+ ish v

and the same for "61 and "82 - Therefore we find,

-v 2 1sh--v $ + ch v -1
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,
with the expressions for et> given again by 14:-T'2. By convention,

v ? o.

....3_._S_U....(_l...., _I.....) _:_C_o_n_tl_·n_u_o_u_s_·_Ba_s_i_s....;_t_h_e_S_e_IIll._·.....g_r_ou......p-.s__S~

For each g in g = glg2 we take

(E.5 )

so that

, r r

g = gl-g2 ~ ~ v ~ = ~lvl~1·~2v2~2

,
-~ ~ v ~ ~ vl···o, V2

(E.6 )

,
where (l = i;l + i;2' etc. From (A. 2 ) we can turn K1 into J3 by

Therefore we ~ewrite (E.6) as

(E.7 )

t r
But this is (E.]) with cl> = :~_i~, ep = -i~ , w = -i~

translate (E.4) accordingly to get:

Thus we
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ch'v = ch VI ch ·V
2

+ sh VI sh \)2 ch ex,

&h ~ = sh v
2

sh a, Ish V ,

I

with ~ expressions given by 1~2.

(E.8 )

(E.9 )

(E.10)

An essential difference between the continuous-basis para-

metrization and those considered earlier is that not all of the

SU(l,l) manifold is accessible to (E.5), e.g., the J
3

rotations

are excluded. In a rough sense, only 1/5 of the 8U(1,1) and

2/5 of the SO(2,1) manifold can be reached. 42 Therefore, if we

define the sector of 8U(1,1) accessible to (E.5) asS, it is
o

not obvious that gl,g2 E So ~ g = glg2 E So. In fact, from

(E.g) it is clear that if VI and V
2

have opposite sign, it is

likely that ch v < 1, =) v not real ~ g ~ So. In other words,

8 is not closed under group multiplication, although g E S
o 0

~? g-l £ S. (If S were closed it would be a non-trivial 3-
o 0 --

parameter subgroup of SU(l,l), which is nonsense.)

On the other hand, if VI and v2 have the same sign,

ch v > 1 and g E S. Moreover, from (E.9) we see that v has
o

the same sign as VI and \)2- If we define S + as the half of
0

S with v ~ 0, and S as the other half, then· we have shown
0 0

+ +
SU(l,l)that S is closed. However, S is not a subgroup of

0 0

because, aside from the above remark, the.inverses of the elements

of S + all lie in S
o 0

An object such as s +
o

is called a
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+
semigroup, so S and S are semisubgroups of SU(l,l).o 0

4. SUel,l): M[xed Basis

We take

, t.

-it:K1 - ivK2 -~ Kl ~ v ~g = e .- e . e =
t I

-~lK e-inlK2 e -:Up 1J] = ~lnl<Plgl = e 1

e -icP 2J]
t

e - in 2K2 e -i~ 2Kl
t

g2 = = ep2n2~2 ,

so that g remains in the continuous-basis parametrization,

but gl and g2 are in mixed-basis form. Then,

, , r

g = glg2 ~ ~ V ~ - ~lnl<Pl· <P2n2~2

t

==» ~ v ~ = n1W Tt2

or

(E.ll)

Using ( E.7 ),the right side of (E .11) becomes
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!fllerefore, (E .11) is the same as (E. 6) with vI = nl - i ~ ,

V 2 = n2 + i ~' and (l = iw. Then we may convert (E.8)~ (E.lO)

according to

ch~, -+ -i sh ni ch V
2

-+- i sh n2 sh a,-+i S
w

sh VI -+ -i ch n1
sh 'V2 -+ i ch n2 ch et,-+ C

W

to find:

,
sh ~ -( ch n2Sw)/sh 'V; sh ~ = +( ch nl Sw)/sh V

(E .13)
,

ch ~ = (sh nl
ch n2Cw + ch nlsh n2 )/sh v; ch ~ = (1~2).

(E.14)

Although all of SU(l,l) is accessible to the mixed parametrizations

gl and g2' the product g = glg2 will not in general fall into
,

the sector S defined above, in which case ~, < ''V and ~ areo

imaginary ~ g E: SU( 2 ). For our purposes, we restrict to n
l
~ 0,

n
2

1- 0 and cos w? 0 in which case

from (E .12) and (E .14) above.

+
g ends up in S as seen

o

5. Summary and Limit as ~ -+'. 00.'

-The information described in the preceding sections can be

summarized by the following redundant set of equations together with

Table E.5:
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V 2 'y 2 'z z + z - 1 z - 11 2 ··1 - 2 cos w (E .15 )

(E.16 )

(E.17)

(E.18 )

(E.19 )

,
The expressions involving <p are obtained from (E.16) through

r
( E.19) by taking <1>-+ cl> and 1<--?'"2.

Important asymptotic limits of (E.15) and (E.19) are:

(E.20)

r
=[Vz~-~ + z2cOS w ± i sin w]+.<1> +.cp-1 1

_1
(E. 21)e = , e 'Vz2

,
+ - 1 cos Wi z2 2

,
=["z~ - 1 + z2ch et ± sh ex, ].±~ = 1 .. , ±~ (E. 22)e e

Vz2
)

z2 + - 1 ch et
2
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TABLE E.5

Ji -1+JZ2 - f' j z2 -1! r

zJ. z2 Z cl> L w- -1- ~- -
,

1. SUe 2) Ca Ca Ca i Se' i Se i Se cl> <I> w
1 2 1 2

r
2. discrete eh v ch' \)2 ch v sh VI sh V2

sh V cl> cl> w. 1

3. continuous ch VI ch V2 ch V sh VI

,
sh v -i~ -i ~ -i et

4. mixed
,

-ish 11_1 ish n2 ch v -ich n1 ich n
2

sh v -i~ -i~ w
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"Appen9-ix F: The Regular Representations

The so-called regular representations are discussed in Chapter 1

of Vilenkin's excellent book;9 we mention here only a few details

relevant to Section V.

In a shift representation, the elements of a group G are

represented by shift operators acting on" a spaceL of functions"

. which are in turn defined on a homogeneous space M. Thus,

(F.l )

where gl s G, f s L, x £ M. It is easy to show from (F.l) that

=

For a Lie group, the operators T(gl) may be expressed in

terms of the Lie generators, as e. g. in Eq. (5.6), and then these

generators will be realized as differential operators in the variables

of M.

It may be shown that any homogeneous space M is equivalent

to G/R, the space of cosets of G with respect to some subgroup R.

If we choose H = {I} , then M = G and we have the "regular"

representation,

(F.2 )

where now the Lie generators are realized as differential operators

of G itself, i.e., in the parameters of G. In fact, the
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. generators of the regular representation are exactly those generators

constructed in Appendix C, as we now show.

First, in (F.2) we visualize f(g) as a function of the matrix

u(p ),

r( g( p) ) = F [U( P ))

where, as in (e.l),

-ip G·e n ln

(F.3 )

We shall assume that (F.]) is symmetric in the sense that Gi
l

= Gin

G. = G. ,etc., and also that each of the generator matrices is
12 l.n-l

either hermitian G! = G. or anti~herm1tian G! = -G..
1 1 1 1

The notion of the derivative of a function of a matrix,

which we need below, is easily shown to be

F [U(p) + ou] % F (U(p)] + trace (oueV] F [U(p)J, (F.4)

where QU is a matrix of small parameters, and

If we parametrize the operator ~(g(p)) exactly as in (F.3)

but with the operators G. replacing the matrices G., we -may
1.. 1

compute the G. by examining (F.2) near the identity using (F.4).
1
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We find,

-trace [ Gi eU{p)eV] •

For example, in SU(l,l) this is

(F.5 )

G.{a,S)
1

Applying (F.5) to the matrix U( p ) we find that

a.{p) U{p) = -G.U{p)
1 J.

which shows that the a.. (p ) are the same as the generators con~
1

structed in Appendix C.

The representation (F.2) is the left~regular representation.

One may also construct a right-regular representation on G. according

to.

from which it may be shown that the right-shift generators RGi(.p)

are given by

R
G.{P)U{p) = + U{p)eG.•

1 1
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The right~shift differential, generators also satisfy the Lie algebra

of G (see Ce3). With' the' stipulations made above for the form of

u( p), the left- and:r,i'ght-shift generators are related by

(F.6 )

with ~ depending on whether G. t =
1.

± G.
1

, and

(F.7 )

where the signs in (F'i7) are + depending on the hermiticity of the

generator associated with each parameter in (F.]), G! ; ±G..
1 1

From (F.6), left- and right-shift Casimir operators are

related by

which, in our discrete basis parametrization of SUe 1,I) becomes

From
+2 +2

(C.lO), the terms in J are all real, and J is symmetric
t

under cl> +* - cl> SO'.,'the' Casimir (and Laplace operator of Section

V) is the same in terms of left- or> :right~.shift. ',::g,enerators.
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.Appendix G: Expansion Theorems

In this section we derive the standard Peter-Weyl theorems

for SU(l,l) and SU(2) using the Green's function method. In

addition, we give a simplified expansion theorem for functions

defined on S +C SU(1,1).43
o

1. The Green's function method.

If 1 is a self-adjoint differential operator, then in the

Hilbert space spanr.ied by its eigenfunctions we have "Cauchy's

formula, ,,44

1 lim
- 21f i

R~

f dA
IAI =R

1 . (G.l)

Defining the Green f s func tion g( x IY; It) by

(1 - A) g(XIY;A) = o(x - y) (G.2 )

application of the operator Eq. (G.l) to (G.2) shows that

o(x - y) = - -2
1

• f dX g(Xly;A).
1T 1 IAI=oo

(G.3 )

To be specific, we take

A = -j(j+l)

-(G.4)

(G.5 )
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Taking the' solution of (G.5) ,

j = -~ +J~-AI= 1
- "4 ' lm A ~ 0',

it is easy to show that (G.3) becomes

o(x - y) = 211"1 i Jdj (2j + 1) g( x Iy ; j )
C

(G.6 )

where the contour C runs from 1
- 2 - ico

1to - - + i~ , circum
2

scribing the right~ha1f j-plane at Ijl = co.

The Green's function may be written as

With

where u
l

and u2 are solutions of the Legendre equation,

(L - A) W(z) = cZ,Cj;]1, v;z) W(z) = 0,

with u
l

matching a boundary condition at the left end of an interval,

u
2

at the right. For the interval (1,00) we choose P~V for ~

and the z = 00 "limit point" solution ~]1 for u2 . From (H.ll)
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wehave c(j) = -1 and

g( x Iy;j) = + pj (x ) ~j (x )
llV < Vll >

so a completeness relation for functions on the interval (1,00) is,

from (G.6) ,

o(x - y) = 1 J. dj (2j + 1) pj (x) ~j ( y )
21T i C llV Vll

(G.7 )

with C as described above.

2. Discrete-Basis Expansion Theorem for SU(l,l)

As our starting point we take the above result,

O(Zl-Z2) = 27r
1

i J dj(2j+1) P~'(Zl) ~~'m(Z2)'
C

(G.8 )

As the contour C is shifted left to Re( j ) .= - ~, it wraps a finite

number of poles of the integrand 'so that (G. 8) becomes

- t+ioo

oCz]:"z2) = 2rr
1

i f dj ( 2j+1) pj I (z ) Qlj I (z)
mm 1 'lnm 2

(G.9 )

J

+ ~ ~
j=p

,
( 2j+1) (-1 )m-m pj , (z ) pj, (z ) .

mm 1 mm 2 '

where £ = 0 or 12 depending on the integrality of
r

(m,m) and,
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t f

J = max(1 mr , IID I) - Im-m 1- 1 ~ (GelD)

'The location of the above-mentioned poles is shown in Fig., 8(h),

and the pole residues are given in (H.53). Note that there is no

pole at j = ~ ~ due to the factor (2j+l). Since pj = p-j-l,

the integration in (G. 9) senses only the odd part of llj so we

replace, via (H.33),

~j, ~ 1:. [. ~j, _ ~-~-l]. =
mm 2 mm mm

to get

f

n m-m j2 cot n (j+€) (-1) Pm'm

1 -Ji+i
OO

dj

4i · tan n( j+€)

- i -ioo

• pj I (z ) pj, (z )
mm 1 mm 2

J

+ ~ 2J (2j+l)(_1)m-m'

j=£

(G.ll)

Multiplying both sides by summing on
f

m and ID, and using the order interchange suggested by Fig. 8(h),

00

,
m,ID =_00

J

L
j=£

=

00

j=£

+00

[•. 2:, +

m,m =j+l
t ]

m,ID =-j-l

m,m =_00

(G.ll) may be rewritten as

-~+ioo

= 1 J dj(2j+l)
4i . tan 1T{ j+£)

-~-ioo

00

·I , (_l)m-m pj I(g )pj '(g)
nun 1· -rn, -ID 2 ..

(Equation continued on next page)
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00 00

(~ + ....~·)(-1)m-mlp~l(gl)P~m,_ml(g2),
m,m =+j+l m,m =-j-l

(G.12 )

and

Since g2

from which we obtain the group-theoretic form of the completeness

relation,

1= 4i

-!+ioo

f dj( 2j+l)
tfill..n(j+e:)

trace

(Equation continued" on next page)
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00

L (2j+l) L1
+ "2

j=E cr=±

(G.14 )

where £ = 0 or ~ and the traces are in the Hilbert spaces labelled

by the superscripts, see Table B.l.

Equation (G.14) is the Peter-Weyl theorem for SU(1,1).45

Symbolically it reads

= S.
J

so the expansion theorem for functions square-integrable on SU(l,l)

is

(G.15a)

f~' = J
G

(G.15b)

where dg is the · · t 46lnvarlan measure

21T 1 21T

Jdg f ·f f ,
= d<p dz . d<P

2Tr 41TG 0 -1 -21T

Had we simply terminated the analysis back atEq. (G.8)

and let C be a vertical contour running up to the right of J

given in ( G.10 ), we would have obtained the expansion theorem47
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r( z) 1 Jdj(2j+l) ~~ (z} fj ,= 27ff . nun mm
C

00

fj , = J dz f( z) ~j '( z)
nun mm

1

which is capable of handling functions fez) which are non-square

integrable in the usual sense, e.g., fez) = za with Re(a) > -~

(see (H.39)). The above form cannot, however, be extended to a

"full" expansion theorem on SU(l,l), like (G.15), without generating
+

Dk- terms; but see (G.17) below.

]. Continuous-Basis Expansion Theorem for

Again, we start with (G.7),

dj(2j+l) pj '(zl) ~j'(z2.)·
1111 111:1

Since 1.1 and 11 are both imaginary (see Appendix B.]), the poles

of the integrand lie entirely in the left half j-plane so that C

may be taken to be any contour running up vertically to the right
r f ,

of Re(j) = -1. Multiplying both sides by e-ll(~1-~4) e-ll (~1-~2)

and applying ( -i )2Jdll • f dll ' we find

ioo ioo

= (-i) 2 J dllJ<\.t'

-ioo -ioo

1 J · ·-2· dj(2j+l) pJ I(gl) {lJ ,(g2) ,
1T 1 -11-11 1111

C
(G.l6 )

where p( g ) and ~( g ) are now functions defined on the semigroup

+S.. discussed in Appendix Eo], e.g.,
o
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~j I(g )
1111·· 2

and

Therefore, an expansion theorem fer functions on

(G.16),

+S is, fromo

ioo ioo

f(g ) - 1 JdJ-(2J-+l) (_i)2 f·" d1 .J.·· d11 ' p j I.(g) fj ,
1 - 2~ i ~ ~ -11-11· 1 1111

c -ioo -ioo

(G.17a)

fj r = f+ dg2 f(g2) ~VI(g2)1111
S-o

With46

J+
00 00 00

,

J
.d~ -1 J d~

dg = , 2~ dz .
27f

S
0 _00 1 _00

(G.l7b)

Once this expansion theorem has been established with imaginary

helicity contours, the three contours appearing in (G.17a) may

with care -- be shifted in their respective planes.

Although only useful for expanding functions defined on

+S , (G.17) is much simpler than the "full" continuous-basis ex-
o

pansion theorem obtained from (G .14) by replacing the helicity sums

with helicity integrals, Le., changing bases ,. (see Mukunda42 ,

section 2; PR3?, section 3). Our expansion theorem has no discrete
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series contributions, nor does it have the complications involving

thebivalued multiplicity index associated with the continuous series

UIR's in the continuous basis. In fact, one may show, by Sommerfeld-

Watson-transforming the discrete series terms in PR equation (3.1)

and by executing the multiplicity sums, that the full result reduces,

for functions on S +, to the expansion theorem (G.17) above.
o·

4. Completeness Relation for SU(2)

On the interval (-1, 1) we take ~

so that (G.6) becomes

O(Zl-Z2) = - 21[1 i Jdj(2j+1) ~[ Q~'(~l)+ ~Tlcz1)] P~'m(Z2)
C

Using (H. 53) to evaluate the pole residues, and noting that the "back

ground integral" at Re(j) = - ~ vanishes by the same symmetry noted

above, we find

1= 2

00

2~ (2j~1) (_l)m-m P~'(Zl) P~'m(Z2)·
j=max(fm I, fm I)

(G.18 )
f

Again .. applying exponentials, summing on m and m, then changing

order of summation, we obtain the usual SU(2) completeness relation

00

L (2j+1) trace j [pj(gl) pj(g;l)]

j=E

(G.19 )

= cos e., and trj(A)
1
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Appendix'H:' "Generalized "Legertdre Functions

In this appendix we give the definitions and selected pro-

perties of the generalized Legendre functions. The notation and

nearly all the formulas below are due to Azimov,l though some are

taken from Andrews and Gunson. 4 We have not included information

on the recurrence relations or integrals (over z) of products of

Legendre f1ll1ctions. In Eq. (H. 59) we give the connection to

the first-kind function used by Vilenkin. 9 Our standard reference

for the hypergeometric functions is Bateman volume 1, referred to

10by the letter B.

1. Differential Equation

The first- and second-kind (generalized) Legendre functions

defined below are independent solutions of the differential equation

ol (j ; 11 , v ; z) w( z ) = 0 ,

where

~(j;ll,V;z)
2(l-z ) 2 d + [ e ( e ..+.I \ ( }l2+v

2
-2zl1v) Jz - .. J J, ) - _.' 2 •

d~" (l-z )

(H.I)

If either v = 0 or 1.1 = 0, (H.l) is Legendre's differential

equation B3.2 (1).
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2. First~KindLegertdreFUnction P:

!(V-ll) i( V+ll)

P~v(z) - (21;1) (21;1) F(j+1+V,-j+V;V-1.l+1 ; 1;Z,yr(v-1.l+1 ) .

(H.2 )

pj (21) is analytic in j,1.l,V and 21, with zeros described in
llV

Section 15, and with cuts in z described in Section 5. From the

linear shift formula B2.9 (4),

F(a,b;c;z) = (l-zrb F(c-a,b;c; Z/(Z-l)), (H.] )

an alternative form for is f01llld to be

(H.4 )

When v = 0, (H.2) reduces to entry (14) in Bateman's table B3.2:

P~( z)
J

pj (21) =
00 P . ( z}. (H. 5)

J

The most elementary properties of
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:3". SecoIid"';'Kirid'LegeIidre Function ~:

· ' (. j'l( ll-V) '. J' l( ll+V) . .;..j -1-11
~J (z) ; 1:. r(j+l+ll)r(j+l-V) z-l (Z+l (Z-l:'!
IlV 2 ' 2 2 ··2,.f

x F(j+l+~,J+l+V;2j+2; 12 ) /r(2j+2) .'-z

~V(Z) is analytic in j,ll,V and z except for the poles present

in r(j+l+ll)r(j+l-V) and the cuts in z described in Section 5

below. The slash is introduced to avoid repetitious writing of

the phase factor attached to the "true" Legendre functions,

= -i~(ll-V) j
e QllV (H.7 )

When V = 0, (H.6) reduces to entry (37) in Bateman's table

B 3.2:

~j (z) = ~~( z )
110 J

~j (z) =
00

Qj (z)
00

=Q.( z)
J

(R.8 )

The elementary syrrmetry property is,

or

4: Wronskians

From the asymptotic behaviors in z. given below, one may
I t

quickly compute the following wronskians, wC a,b) = ab -ba
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( 1_z2 ) W( pS , ~VS ) = 1
llV II

(H.9 )

(H.IO)

(H.Il)

This shows that P and ~are always independent solutions of

(H.I), whereas other pairs are not always so.

5. The z-plane Cut Structure

Throughout this paper we adhere tro the convention that

f( z) = (z, ,- l)a means a function cut from z = 1 to z = _00

with principal branch determined by larg(z - 1)1 <~, and" fez)

> 0 when z > 1 and a real. In other words, f( z) = exp[a lh( z~l~

with In(z-l) cut in the "usual" way. For z on the principal

( I )<l.
- Z lS a

sheet, arg(l-z) = arg(z-l) +' i~ for Im(z) ~ 0,

(1 - z)a = e+irra (z - l)a. It follows that

so that

function cut from z = 1 to z = +00 , but we continue to define

the principal sheet by larg(z-l)1 < ~. These remarks are illus-

trated in Fig. 5.

With this in mind, we draw the cuts in z for pS (z) and
llV

~S (z) as shown in Fig. 6( a ) and (b), where we have slightly de-
llV

formed the cuts for clarity. The peculiar way of ~utting ~i~)

from z = 1 is connected with the definition of ~v< z ) below

and the resultant simplicity of the discontinuity formula (H.38").
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6. The"Functi6ns 0 op' and ~:

We define these functions by:

P~V( z) P~vC z) . ±i1T(1l-V)/2 lm z ~ 0- e

~V(Z) ~V(Z) . +i1T(1l-V)/2 (H.12 )- e .

- -P and ~ are simply new versions of P and ~ with minus signs

inserted into the first (Z;l) factors appearing in (H.2) and

(H.6), which is to say, the corresponding cuts are taken to the

right instead of the left, as shown in Fig. 6 (c) and (d). For

P, whis leaves the interval (-1,1) uncut.

7. The Functions d and e

We define these in terms of the twiddled functions above:

d~V( z) - q. P~ll(Z)llV

e~vC z) ~. --
- ~ll(Z) , (H.I) )

llV

where

Gj = f(j+l+l.l)r(j+l-v)
11"

r(j+l-ll)r(j+l+V)

These definitions coincide precisely with the functions used by

Andrews and Gunson 4 for (ll'V) =
t

(m,m) in all four of their

regions (see (H.32) below and also Section 15). Clearly, d and e
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.....,

have the same z-plane structure as P and ~e

The advantages· of the d and e functions are :
,

( 1 ) when (m,m) are both integers or both half-integers, the

"switch"symmetry relations are very simple {compare" to (H.3-2)

and (H.23)),

,
dj, (_l)m -ID j t ( = d j , )= dmm mm -mrm

f

e j , = (_l)m -m e j
I ( = e j , ); (H.14 )mm nrrn -m,-m

(2) the d functions are the SU(2) and SU(l,l) reduced matrix

elements (see (D.7));
.....,

(3) The z-p1ane structure is that of P and ~ so that, from

(H. 38),

=

(H.15 )

(4) the location of singularities in the helicity lattice is

symmetric (see Section 15 below);

( 5 ) workers in Regge theory are familiar with the d and e

functions.

The principle disadvantage of the d and e functions is

the price paid to get (H .14 ),name-ly, the appearance of square-

roots of ratioE,. of gamma functions. When II and v are arbitrary

complex nUmbers, (GJ )! has a distinctly 1lllpleasant cut structure
llV ,

in the j-plane, a1thollgh it at least· truncates when (ll,V) = (m,m ),

as shown in ~ig. 2 of AG fI We point out that square-roots of gannna
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functions do not appear in any of the' relations involvi?g P and ~,

and in general, since we are very interested in complex ~ and v,

we s~all avoid usi?g the' . d and e functions, despite their

advantages noted above.

8 • Auxiliary Functions.

In deriving and simply stating the various properties of the

Legendre functions which follow, much effort is saved by use of the

following notation:

G
j r( j+l+~)

-1.1 r( j+l-~)

Gtj r( j +I +1.1 )r( j +I-v)-1.1V r( j+l-~ )r( j+I +v)

sS sin 1T( 2j )
~

llV sin 1T( j -ll )sin 1T( j+V)

Lj sin !f(j+ll)sin 1T( j -v)- •11V sin 1T(j-11)sin 1T( j+,v)

(H.16 )

(H.17)

(H.18)

(H.19 )

·Thes·e a~iliary functions have the following symmetries and inter-

relations:

-j-I Lj - Lj j
ILllV = L =v11 11V V11

-j-'l j
sj L

j sj
Sl1V = -S =V11 11V \)lJ V].l

-j-l Lj
GS sS G

j = _s~j -lG·.... j - 1
G' =

11V 11V 1.1V 11V llV llV 11V

G
j

G
j = 1 (LS

-. 1) = sin 'IT( l.l-V ) sj
lJV V11 :t..tV 1.1v

)
;)
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,
When· (11 J\;) = (m,m ). = both· int.egers or both half-integers

(j still general complex) we find

+ r{cot 7rj, E = 0= 2(_1)m-m cot 7r(j+E) = 2(_1)m m
1tan Tfj, £ = '2

(H.20)

r
where £ = integrality of (m"ffi) • Moreover,

1

9. Basic Properties of the Legendre Functions

From the definitions of P and ~ and the linear shift

B 2.9 (2),

F(a,b;c;z) = ( )c-a-b ( )l-z F c-a,c-b;c;z , (H.21 )

we have the "switch-and-negate" relations

(H.22 )

The "switch" relation for ~, (H.23) below, is obvious from the

definition of ~. The corresponding relation for P derives from

(
-1the famous connection formula relating F( ••• ;z) to F ••• ;z ),

B 2.9 (34). Thus,

~v = Gj . ~j
llV Vll

pS = GS pj + 3.. sin 1f(ll-V) ~j
llV llV Vll 1T . llV

(H.23 )

(H.24 )
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The symmetry under j + -j-l of pj is apparent from (H.2). The

corresponding relation for ~ then. follows from (H .. 24 ) and the re-

lations given in .Section 8:

pS -j-l (H.25 )= P
llV 11V

~v
-j-l +2!. sj Gj pj (H.26 )= ~v 2 llV l.lV Vll

.An alternative form of (H .26 ), explicitly displayi,ng 'the symmetry

of P in j, is

(l-j.-l ]
+ llV

-j-l
SVll

(H.27 )

Next, from the linear shift (H.]) we find a simple relation

between Q(-z) and Q(z). Combined with (H.26), this produces the

second equation following:

Gj ~j (-z)
11 -ll,V (H.28 )

Im z ~ 0

+i7TJ. •e pJ. (z)
llV

2 ±i1TV. •
- - e Sln 7T(J+l.l)

7f

(H.29 )

Converting· (H.24) to P and -
~ yields (H.]O) below, Which, when

used in (H.29) to eliminate ~i gives (H.]l):

GS pj( z) + ~ sin 7f( il-v) ~j (z)
l..lV V11 1T 11'V

(H.]O)
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[
. . pS, (z) . ] [ pj (z) ]= llV ., Vll

• reS+1-v )r( - j - \) ) - -r(-j-+......l--ll-)r-(---j--11-)

(H.]l)

Obviously, these formulas can be combined and permuted ad infinitum.
r

When, with j complex, we let (ll,V) -+ (m,m ), both integers

or both half-integers, many of the preceding formulas simplify., Most

notably, (H.24) reduces to (H.]2), and then (H.26) with (H.20)

produces (H.]]):

pj ,
= Gj I pj,

mm mm mm

~I = ~-jT1 + (_l)m-m 'IT cot 1T(j+e:) pS I
IIllIl. mm

(H.]2)

(H.]] )

10. The .Cut Discontinuities

The cuts· of the various functions are shown in Fig. 6. It is

implicit that the following formulas always give the total discontin-

uity across all cuts, which, as noted above, we take to be compressed

onto the real axis.

For P we have, from (H.29) and (H.12),

pS (-x+ie:)
llV

j (. ..)P -X-lE:
llV

= 2i G~v [sin 1Tj P~,_v(x)

; sin 1TV sin 1T( j+\l) ~,-v(x)J

P~V (x+ie:) - P~v(X-iE:) . = -2i sin ; (ll-V) P~v(x), -1 < x < 1 ·

(H.'35 )
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For ~ we have, from (H.• 28) and (H.30) ~'

~
J ( · .) r;<j. ( ..)-X+1E - ~ -X-lE

V llV

but also from (H.3D),

x > 1

(H. 37)

-i1T pS (x)
1.1V '

....1·'< X < 1. (H.38 )

11. Asymptotic Behavior in z; Limits as z -+ 1

The expression (H.6) for ~ is an asymptotic expansion in

z , i . e. , F -+ 1 as Iz I -+ 00. Thus, for Iarg( z)1 < 1T /2,

lim

Iz'~

~v(z) = 2j r(j+l+ll)r(j+l-V) z-j-l/r(2j+2) ·

'\i (zr j -1
(H.39 )

From (H.27) it follows that

= ~j+lr(j+l+ll)r(j+l-V)z-j-l

7T S~ll r(2j+2)
+ (j'~-j-l)

(H.40)

z -+ 1.

We include here .the· limits of the Legendre functions as

· · .(Z-11 -l ..Deflmng 8 = TJ we flnd
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V-ll t- ~1, -2 e e (H.41)

= e:ll-V GJ /r(ll-v+l)
llV

V-ll = -1,-2. e

Inserting the above into (H.24) we get

lim ~~V( z)

z+l

1 . V-ll
= '2 r(ll-V) E

ll-V• £ ,

Re(l1-v) > 0

Re(ll-V) < 0

= + 1T o( ill-iv )

The last result is a consequence of

Re(ll-V) = 0

(H.42 )

1im

£~

( ±iX)
e:ix . r(ix) = ~ 1f <S(x) f(O)

12. Asymptotic Behavior in j

For the regular associated Legendre functions the large-j

behavior may be obtained from the quadratic hypergeometric trans-

formations, e.g., B ]'.2 (44), which puts j into the "c" position

of F(.a,b;c;z). For the generalized Legendre functions this approach

fails and we rely instead on Watson's application of the method of

steepest descents to the· standard hypergeometric integral representa-

tions. Watson f s .results49 :ar~, in part, reported in B 2.3 (16), from

which we conclude that
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(H.43 )

where Iarg( j)l < 7f and t; = In( z: + V:;2=~) = ch-1( z ). The functions

of z

e.g. ,

in (He43) are cut in the usual way discussed in Section 5,

s( z) = tn( z + -Vz
2-1') is cut as shown in Fig. 7 (a), dup-

licating the cut structure shown in Fig & 6 (b). In Fig. 7 (b) we

show the region of the ~-plane which is the image of the principal

sheet of the z-plane upon which the Legendre functions are defined.

Watson's results are given in terms of the variable ~.

The condition larg(j)( < ~, which Watson gives for

(H.43), keeps j away from the fictitious cut generated by (j)J.l-v-i

and arising from the asymptotic limit of gamma functions. Recall that

~ is actually meromorphic in j.

For P as Ijl~ we use the above result for ~ in

(H.27), along with

lim
fjr~

to get

I ·> 0ID J < ,

lim
fjl~

(H.44 )

The identical result follows from Watson's formula B 2.3 (17). It

seems to the present author that the above derivation indicates that
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(H.44) should be' true for la.rg(j)1 < 7f. However, Watson says

[B 2.3 (17)] that (H.44) is true only for larg(j)1 ~ ; plus a

section of the left half j - plane,

1T () 7f- 2 - w2 < arg j < 2 + wl

o < W~ < 'ff
1 '2 for Re(~) > o.

We shall compromise by considering (H.44) to be true for

1arg( j ) I ~ ; ·

13. Asymptotic Behavior in ~

Before giving these limits we draw attention to two errors in

Batemanconcerning the asymptotic limits of the hypergeometric func-

tion in the parameters. First, B 2.3 (10), which says that

lim F(a,b;c;z) = 1 for larg(c)1 < 7f, is only true for larg(c)1
lcl~

~; plus a region in the left half c-plane, even when Izl < 1.

Second, B 2.3 (13), (14), (15) are incorrect, as seen from
. b

F(a,b;a;z) = (l-z)- , and should be replaced by

lim F(a,b;c;z) = r( c) ( -bz )-a + f.faC, ~ (+bz )a-c( l-z )c-a-bre c-a)

(H.45 )

for farg(b)1 <''ff and larg(l-z)1 <TI.

To get the large 1~1 limit of ~, we apply (H.45) to (H.6):
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lim
Illf-xx>

llj (z)
llV

-V. -( ll+V )/2 J
+ G~V (Z;l~J (-~ r J

-
l

+V (~~iJ •
(H.46 )

for larg(~)1 < 1T and larg (~~i)1 < 1T, Le., Z ~ (-1,1).

Scheinatically,

(H.47 )

whichever choice of signs gives the worst case.

To get the large I~I behavior of P~V' it would appear

that we could use the above ~ result in (H.27) to get an answer

valid for farg(ll)1 < n. However, the result so obtained is not

correct due to a cancellation of leading terms between the two ~

(H.48 )pj (z)
Vll

lim

functions. Instead, we content ourselves with the large 1111

behavior of pj (z) = pj (z) which follows directly ·from (H.2),
Vll -ll,-V

with arg( II ) restricted as noted above:'

~ _Ill.
2 '~2' .. 2~~'

('':. Z -1) • (z+1 ) Ir( ll+I-v.)
" 4 J z-l

with Iarg(ll ) I n
~2

and larg( z+1 ) I < n , i. e. , z I -1.

The large Ivl behavior follows from the above results and

the symmetry properties given in Section 96
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14. Carlson'C6nditi6ns

A function f("j) is said to be nCarlson" if fi( j) is

analytic in Re(j) ~ ° and bOilllded so that If( j ) I < M e
k Ij I with

k < ~ as fjl + 00 on all rays in the right half plane including the

imaginary rays, i.e., larg(j)1 ~ ;. For example, sh (~ j) and

sin(~ j) are not Carlson.

From the asymptotic limit (H.43), it follows that ~v(z)

is Car1son in j if IIm( ~ ) I <: ~ and Re( ~.) > -'IT. Since IIm( ~) I = 1T

corresponds to z < -1, and since Re(~) > -~ includes Re(~) > 0,

we concLude that ~vC z ) is Carlson in j for all z on the

princip.3.1sheet except for z <: -1 ..

From (H.44), the corresponding conditions for pj (z) are
11V

IIm(~)1 < 1T and -~ < Re(~) <~. The portion of this domain on the

principal sheet of z, 0 < Re( ~) < 'IT', :tsthe' ·iilt·erior-.:of·the:ellipse

(H.49 )

but cut from z = -1 to the left. [see ellipse A in Fig. 7 (a).]

In the variable ~, the limit (H.4B) indicates that pj (z)
\>11

< 1T, i.e., z ~ (-1,1).• C • I,a,r'gC' z+,I,,' .. ) Ilsarlson provldedthat. z-l

[Recall that as ~ -+ ± i oo , Ir(p)tOv exp(- ~ ~ I~ I).]
Finally, from (H.47) we see that ,glj (z) = ~j (z) is

\>11 -·1.1,-V

Carlson in 11 for all Z on the princip3.1. sheet.

These results are summarized in Table H.14.

The significance of a function f( j) being Carlson lies in

Carlsonrs Theorem which states: 50 the set of numbers f., j = 0,1,2 .•.
J
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may be interpolated by many analytic functions, but at most one such

function can be Carlson~

TABLE H.14

Conditions for which the Legendre functions are Carlson

j z t -1

all z

p j (z)
-Vll-

z interior of (H.49)

z t (-1,1)

15. Zeros and Poles of pj , and Qj ,------------mm --- mm

When the.helicity· labels 11 and v are both integers or
,

both half-integers, we rename them m and m and refer to the

functions pj ,
mm as being "on the helicity lattice". These

functions are, as we have seen in Appendix D, associated with the

sue 2 ) and Sue 1, I ) UIR matrix elements taken in the discrete basis.

As dj, and e j " the helicity-lattice Legendre functions weremm mm

studied in detail by Andrews and Gunson. 4 Iil·this$eetd.on, we

discuss the singularities in j of these functions.

A convenient tool for displaying the j-plane singularities

of a function fj, is the helicitylattice diagram used by Andrewsmm

and Gunson. For example, Fig. 8 (a') shows the' location of the poles,

zeros, double poles, and double zeros of the' function
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r
= re j+l+:ril)r(j+I':'Iil )

, I

r(S+l-in)r(j+l+m' )

The meaning of the diagram is illustrated by this example: if
,

(m,m) are the' coordinates of lattice point P shown in Fig. 8 (a),

int,eger is the length of the edge of the central

square, then Gj
,

mm has a simple pole as j -+ j .
o

In Fig. 8 (b) we show the same diagram with regions labelled

1 through 9u Region 5, including the points on the square, is as-

sociated with the SU(2) UIR's and is sometimes called the "sense-sense"
,

region since both helicity labels m, m are less, in magnitude,

than the angular momentum label j. Regions 2, 4, 6, 8 are then

"sense-nonsense" and regions 1, 3, 7, 9 are "nonsense-nonsense".

As Table B.l shows, regions 3 and 7 are associated with the

SUe 1 , 1 ) UIR I s D
k

+ and D
k

- •

We now discuss the zeros of pj ,
mm

r
(ll,V) -+ (m,m) we have, from (H.24),

With j complex; as

pJ '(z)
mm = (H. 50)

,
For m ~ m, the meaning of pj I

nun
is clear from (H.2); for

m > m', we may regard (H.50) as the definition of p~,. This defin

ition corresponds to the usual manner of treating F(a,b;c;z)/r(c)

when c -+ negative integer, see, e.g., B 2.8 (19). From (H.50)

it then follows that pj , has possible zeros or double zeros
mm

when ID > m' due to Gj '. The'locations of the' zeros51 of
mm

pj, are shown in Fig. 8 (c).
mm
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In similar fashion, the poles5l and double poles of ~I

are indicated"'in Fig., 8 C·d). These poles arise from the. gannna

functions in the' numerat.or of (H.6).

In the remaining diagrams we have indicated the zeros' and

singularities of related functions. The notation ~ denotes a
1

"square-root zero ll , i.e., a branch point (j - jo yz • Similarly,
_l.

-IX denotes a "square-root pole", (j_j:) 2 •
o

From relation (H.29),

r
2 ±irrmsin 1T(j+m) e
7f

~j I ( z)
mm

= Gj
I pj I (-z)

-m ID,-ID '

(H.51)

r
we may deduce two useful facts. First, for (m,m ) in region 5, ~

has no poles, _. so

= /5 (H. 52 )

Second, in regions 3

of the poles in ~l

+
and 7 associated with the Dk-, the residues

are given by the first term in (H.51), since

the second term has zeros in these region~. Thus,

1
2 7fi

f Qj I(Z) dj
mm 13,7 (H.53)

In terms of the d and e functions (see Section 7) these last

two equations may be written as

= (-1 )
jo

d ,( -z)
m' -m., /5
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'I j e j '(z) 1 . jo

27I,' i dj = 2
d' '(z') 13,7

jo'
nnn nnn

16. Integral Representations

The' first- and second-kind Legendre functions defined in

(H.2) and (H.6) may be expressed' as single integrals of the same

· t d52
lIT egran

P~ll'(Ch v) = r(-j+U) 1
t-'t-" rC - j +ll') 2717 i

(0,+ )

J f(s)ds,

-th ~
2

,
Re( -j+ll' ) >0

(H. 54 )
00

'r

~j '( ch V) r(j+1-~ ) 1 f f(S)ds= re j +1-11) 21111

0

where

Re(j+1+11) > 0

f( s)

, r r

N sl1 -ll-l(l+s-lt,h V
2

)-j-1+11 (s V)-j-1-11
Ut + cth 2 ·

In Fig. 9 we sketch the cuts of,thE} integrand and the two integration
'f

contours. When '11 - 1.1 = integer, one of the cuts vanishes allowing

the contour for P to be simplified,

· r( -+,) 1 fpJ r (ch v) 0 0' -J m\ "
mm ' r( -j+m') 211" i

Is 1=1
,

. v v -j-l-mx (ch - + s.sh ~)
2 2

(H. 56)
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Equation (H.• 54)· maybe verified'. by maki.ng the substitution

s = -(th ¥) t,thenusing a version of B 2.12 (3),

(0+)

;7fl i J dt( -t )b-l( l-t )c-b-l( l-tz)-a =

1

re c-b) ( )
r{c)r(l:"'b) F a,b;c;z ·

Equation (H.55) is proved with the substitution s = +(cth ~) t

and subsequent application of B 2.12 (5).

In this section we are using z = ch v only for convenience;

there is no implication that z? 1. In fact, all the integral repre-

sentations given here are valid for complex z off the cuts shown in
1

Fig. 6. For example, sh ~ = (Z;l) 2, cut according to Section 5.

0, +iw
With the replacement s::: e = e., and use of the identities

(
0, v v) ( v 0, v)ech-+sh- ch-+esh-

2 2· 2 2

( et V v) (- v et V)-le ch 2 + sh '2 ~rh '2 + e sh 2 = [
ch V + sh v ch (l" 1- I

sh V""+ ch V Ch".Tt- sh et .. ;;; ,

formulas (H.56) and (H.55) may be recast as

pj I (ch v)
mm

7f ,
r(-j+m) 1 J -imw wf j - l +m

= re -JtmI) • 27f • dw e (ch v+sh V cos

-1T ,
x (sh v+ch v cosw-isin w)-m,

(H. 57)
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QC)

t

fJ.uj
ll

I (ch V) = re J+l'::'p ) • 1 J'.
}.If--\ ·r(j+l~ll) -2

_00

,
da e-Pa(ch v+shv ch a)-j-l+P

,
x (sh V+ch v ch ~-sh a)-1.1 .

(H. 58)

Endless variations of (H. 57) and (H.58) arise from the

( j _ -j-l)symmetry relations given in Section 9 e.g., P - P ,from

taking a + -~, w + -w , and from further versions of the expression

I defined above,

I = [
. sh v+ch v ch a+ sh a].

ch v+sh v ch a

1
= [.. sh v+ch V eh a+sh a] 2

sh v+ch v ch a-sh a

±l

[
• e±a + th ~ ]

= . 1 + e±ath ~
2

For example,
00

r

/1j,,'(Ch v) = 'IT r(j+l-p ).{ 1 .J d~ e-l.la(ch v+sh v ch ex)-j-l
'"11f--\ r(j+l-1.1J "21T

_00

x

,

(
a v ') Pe + th '2

1 + eath v
2

}.

This version appears in cDMt7 as (A.8) in their calculation of the

+ + c :'classq UIR matrix element, which they' call j _ (-1
d+ .'+v ).1.1 ,1.1
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Chapters 3 and 6 of Vilenkin l sbook9 provide an imposing

quantity of information on the functions P~ I ( Z ), including further

integral representationse The connection to Vi1enkin t s function

-q3j I( z) is found by comparing (H. 56) with Vilenkin VI 3.3 (1):mm .

~ j I( z)
rJ-lmm

r
= 'r(j+l+m )

r(j..+l+m) (H. 59)

The integral representations (H. 57) and (H.58), which are

central to Part 3 of our addition theorem proof of Section V, are

given a group-theoretic interpretation in Section V.5.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 The' helicity lattice for and the summation segments

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Fig. 6

Cross hatch shows convergence domain of (4.2) in zl for

a typical value of z2 with Re(z2) > o.

Integration contour for (4.16), (4.14) or (2.7), when

Re(j) < -1.

Kinematic structure of a typical multiperipheral equation.

Principal sheet for (z - l)a. With farg(z-l)f < n,

'+i1f >(l-z) = (z-l) e ,Im( z) <: O.

Cuts of Legendre functions. All cuts, deformed for clarity,

are taken to lie on the real axis. P and ~ have the

same cuts as P and !.Q except that one cut has been

swung around from left to right. F indicates the hyper-

geometric cut in each case.

Fig. 7 (a) Principal sheet of ~(z) = ch-l(z) = tn [z + Jz2_"1IJ

showing square-root and logarithmic cuts.

(b) Region of ~-plane corresponding to the z-sheet shown

in ( a). Level curves are drawn to indicate the nature

of the mapping; ellipses are not drawn to scale.

Fig. 8

Fig. 9

Helicity lattice diagrams.

Squiggles show cut choice for integrand of (H.54) and

(H.55). Solid lines are integration contours.
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